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issues are appearing in an increasing variety of economic research literatures. Our perspective
draws from obvious connections to the economics of discrimination, crime, personnel and technological innovation; as well as less obvious connections to environmental economics, product
safety regulation, behavioral economics and economics of information. We survey the small
but growing literature in economics that directly examines this topic theoretically and empirically. Algorithms are not only growing in social impact, but also have attractive measurement
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Introduction

Algorithms – the application of mathematical formulae to observed data – are increasingly engaged in economically important decisions. They are used to to make decisions regarding sentencing in criminal courts, resume screening, pricing, ad-placement, lending decisions and the
news media that citizens consume. This development has generated a public debate about bias
and unfairness in machine-guided decisions, including several high-profile allegations in finance
(Bartlett et al., 2018), criminal sentencing (Dressel and Farid, 2018), hiring,1 and ad targeting (Datta
et al., 2015).2 Fairness concerns have resonated with policymakers in multiple countries, who have
adopted or are considering fairness-related regulations for algorithms.3
There is a large and quickly-growing literature on the Computer Science (CS) issues around algorithmic fairness and bias.4 This paper provides a notably missing perspective: One from theoretical
and empirical economics.
In this essay, we develop an economic perspective on algorithmic bias and fairness. Our perspective draws not only from obvious parallels in the economics of discrimination, crime, personnel
and technological innovation; but also on less obvious connections to environmental economics,
product safety regulation, behavioral economics, and economics of information. Algorithmic fairness is a shifting and normative concept. We do not address how diverse beholders should conceive of fairness, but instead the economic implications of these diverse conceptions.
Our central claim is that a well-designed algorithm can be an enormous force for positive social
change. Algorithms have potential to reduce demographic disparities, reduce the effects of behavioral biases and improve outcomes in substantive areas ranging from crime, to finance to labor
1 “Amazon

scraps secret AI recruiting tool that showed bias against women,” https://www.reuters.com/article/
us-amazon-com-jobs-automation-insight/amazon-scraps-secret-ai-recruiting-tool-that-showed-biasagainst-women-idUSKCN1MK08G. Cappelli et al. (2018) discuss challenges in in the AI/hiring setting.
2 There have also been lawsuits challenging the fairness of algorithms used to evaluate teachers: Houston Federation of
Teachers v. Houston Independent School District. https://www.houstonpublicmedia.org/articles/news/2017/10/10/
241724/federal-lawsuit-settled-between-houstons-teacher-union-and-hisd/.
3 German chancellor Angela Merkel stated, “Algorithms, when they are not transparent, can lead to a distortion of our perception”: https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/oct/27/angela-merkel-internet-searchengines-are-distorting-our-perception. The Obama White House published a report entitled “Big Data: A Report on Algorithmic Systems, Opportunity, and Civil Rights” (Smith et al., 2016) which highlighted the potential
for algorithms to lead to ‘disparities in treatment and outcomes’ in credit decisions, employment, higher education and criminal justice: https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/sites/default/files/microsites/ostp/2016_
0504_data_discrimination.pdf. Other US government bodies such as the US Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and FTC have have reacted with public statements and policy guidance. In October 2016, the U.S. EEOC held a
symposium on the implications of “Big Data” for Equal Employment Opportunity law. https://www.eeoc.gov/eeoc/
newsroom/release/10-13-16.cfm. FTC hearings in December 2018 on the use of algorithms focused on questions
of their fairness, transparency and ethical uses: https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/ftc-hearings-exploringalgorithms-52122/.
4 Several new focused computer science conferences have started (for example, “ACM Conference on Fairness,
Accountability, and Transparency,” https://fatconference.org/ and “AAAI/ACM conference on Artificial Intelligence, Ethics, and Society” http://www.aies-conference.com/). In addition, the proceedings and best paper awards of top machine learning conferences such as ICML and NeurIPS feature multiple articles about fairness and machine learning. Computer science research funders have also targeted this topic. For example, in
June 2017, computer scientists at the University of Wisconsin, Madison were awarded a $1M grant to study algorithmic bias. http://host.madison.com/news/state-regional/wisconsin-researchers-awarded-grant-to-fixalgorithmic-bias/article_d3561a49-1545-5e4a-b2cf-550b4703bcef.html.
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markets.
This paper is also intended to encourage research by economists into these topics. Many issues
raised in this article apply to a variety of economic sub-disciplines. The ability of algorithms’ to
reduce or remove bias may partly explain firms’ decisions to replace human labor with capital
(Brynjolfsson et al., 2018; Furman and Seamans, 2019). Algorithms are already used widely in
many settings where economists have historically concerned themselves with bias.5
Towards that end, our paper highlights five key themes:
First, focusing on internal algorithmic characteristics, in isolation of the economic context in
which they operate, is misleading. The properties of algorithms – what data was used in training
them, how certain variables are weighed – may misguide observers about the practical effects of
new algorithms on pre-existing social systems.
Much intuition about algorithmic characteristics is incomplete. Utilizing biased data to train algorithms may yield reductions in bias, particularly if these datasets contain noisy behavior that
effectively act as experiments. Variables utilized in algorithms need not have a causal interpretation – or any interpretation – in order to have economic value to decision-makers. Algorithms
can perpetuate biases (or not) while directly utilizing sensitive variables (or not). How algorithms
affect job-seekers, criminal defendants and loan applicants depends not only these internal characteristics, but how these algorithms interact with the outside world.
Effective policy for algorithms should therefore regulate outcomes, not inputs. Regulating inputs – for example, by requiring certain engineering practices or technologies – exhibit the “command-and-control” approach economists have long opposed in arenas such as environmental policy. Regulations focusing on outcomes exhibit more flexibility, fewer loopholes, greater efficiency
and stronger incentives for innovation. Causal inference techniques offer tools for assessing outcomes, but the economics approach differs from the way that computer scientists in algorithmic
fairness currently conceive of “counterfactual fairness.”
Our emphasis outputs on has implications for policies supporting transparency. These policies
are not only potentially misleading, they also have economic drawbacks that must be weighed
against their merits. Transparency facilitates collusion in many common settings. It permits theft
of costly innovations and thereby reduces incentives for innovation. It weakens security. While
the “black box” nature of machine learning is often criticized, it has merits. By accident or design,
many existing processes are opaque. In many cases this is a preferable, perhaps essential part of a
sustainable equilibrium.
The costs of AI development are an exception to our emphasis away from internal characteristics.
The cost structure of AI engineering suggests that outperforming humans is not an economically
natural stopping point. Fears that firms will reduce bias “slightly below human levels, and then
stop” are not justified. Comparisons against status-quo human decisions are therefore a reasonable
5 We

estimate that approximately 25% of the US population lives in a jurisdiction where algorithmic guidance is provided to judges in state or local criminal courts. Pretrial risk assessment algorithms are already used in all federal criminal courts in the United States. A 2012 Wall Street Journal article estimates that the proportion of large companies using
resume-filtering technology as “in the high 90% range,” and claims “it would be very rare to find a Fortune 500 company without [this technology].” http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424052970204624204577178941034941330,
accessed January 19, 2019. Approximately two-thirds (67.5%) of the public believe that most large companies computer
algorithms to sort job applications (Cowgill, 2017).
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starting point for evaluating bias in AI.
Second, algorithmic fairness must be evaluated in a strategic context. Although predictive signals need not be interpretable to yield economic value, they must be must be costly to acquire; if
they are not, their value will be diminished through strategic manipulation.
Algorithms utilize existing incentive and create new ones. There is a strategic component to
“explainable algorithms,” an increasing requirement for software developers. The economics literature about “cheap talk” suggests that lack of explanations has little to do with technological shortcomings of the message space (i.e., lack of data visualizations, statistics or examples). Explanations
are made possible through better alignment of incentives between the sender of the explanation
(the algorithm, its designers and owners) and the receiver (a human client), and making alignment common knowledge (or otherwise addressing the alignment, perhaps through vertical integration). Otherwise, the finest visualizations cannot be distinguished from strategic, self-serving
“cheap talk.”
Strategizing also relates to optimal policymaking. Efforts to police algorithmic bias will produce
behavioral responses similar to those for other crimes: People could reduce crime, or increase evasion. Algorithms play divergent roles: They may reduce bias below current levels, but leave the
remaining bias more visible and exposed to policing. Firms might then reduce any remaining algorithmic bias, or they may shift to more opaque forms of decision-making such as human discretion.
Policies that do not anticipate opportunities for evasive behavior will fail to reduce unfairness, and
may lead firms to hide bias behind less transparent processes.
Third, behavioral economics affects algorithmic fairness in many directions. A large literature
documents systematic failures in predictions by well-intentioned humans, including both biases
as well as noisy judgments affected by superfluous factors. Several of these shortcomings have
theoretical microfoundations that machine learning can plausibly correct, even without extensive
“fairness adjustments” to the technology. In some cases, behavioral-economics style prediction
errors may actually help machine learning arrive at better conclusions by inadvertently exploring
the space of potential decisions.
A related error in human judgment, supported by a large body of evidence (including several
recent economics papers), is a reluctance to trust algorithms. This is particularly striking because
public discourse frequently alleges that algorithms hypnotize the public into obedience through
“scientific veneer.”6 There is little research documenting a deference to “scientific veneers.”
If the public is indeed naive about quantitative arguments, this should not apply asymmetrically
to praise of algorithms. Critiques of algorithms also benefit from “the veneer of scientific objectivity.” Skeptics can systematically interrogate algorithms in ways that will almost certainly uncover
some form of unfairness. Multiple theoretical papers demonstrate the mathematical impossibility of satisfying all fairness criteria, particularly simultaneously. Human- and other status-quo
decision processes do not escape these impossibilities. They are simply more resistant to critical
inspection.
Fourth, economic theory suggests that firms have profit-oriented motives for reducing bias.
6 For example, a recent statement by the AI Now Institute and NYU Law’s Center on Race, Inequality and the Law
states that “[t]he use of risk assessments can give judges own biases and uncertainty about individual behavior a false
veneer of scientific objectivity[...]” https://ainowinstitute.org/sentencing-risk-assessment.pdf.
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This is true even without regulatory punishments, fines, lawsuits or bad PR. Firms face normal
production-and-sales reasons to use the most accurate predictions whenever possible. Impediments to adoption may not arise from profit alignment, but from other frictions such as awareness,
uncertainty about techniques, unavailability of expertise or raw inputs necessary to de-bias algorithms. This does not guarantee firms will give bias reduction their highest priority, but it does
suggest that if regulators, vendors and activists can make de-biasing easy, then firms will do it.
The profit-maximization value of reducing bias suggests that public policies can be advanced
through private processes. In other words, the benefits of de-biasing are partly privatizable.7 This
suggests that a sustainable, for-profit marketplace for bias-reducing technology is viable, even if
the bias-reducing technology is not marketed as such.8 In the profit-oriented world, however, there
may be little incentive for sharing innovations without the development of a separate market for
bias-reducing technology. Although bias-reduction is profitable, other conceptions of fairness are
not.
Fifth, algorithms can improve social outcomes despite the concern about algorithmic bias. Several early, high-quality empirical studies demonstrate improvements in fairness, diversity and bias
metrics compared with status-quo processes, often while simultaneously improving performance.
These empirical studies validate specific theoretical arguments about mechanisms for bias reduction. Social scientists across disciplines, including economists, have found extensive evidence of
bias in the pre-algorithmic world. Some of the problems associated with “algorithmic bias” are
not algorithmic problems. Negative side-effects and self-fulfilling prophecies may result from perfectly accurate, unbiased predictions. These problems are the consequences of prediction, not bias,
and they reflect larger social problems.
We elaborate on these five themes throughout the paper using theoretical and empirical evidence. Many popular and policy articles about algorithmic fairness and conclude with vague
admonitions, for example, “be especially careful” (Byrnes, 2016).9 Arvind Narayanan, a computer
scientist at Princeton, wrote that “AI won’t replace careful social science and statistics.” We aim
to provide specifics about what being careful means in this setting, and to provide examples of
careful social science on the key economic questions about this phenomena.
The ideas in this paper apply to a variety of settings where humans, machine learning algorithms, or simple tests make decisions (such as in lending, criminal justice or advertising). For
exposition, we mostly use language around hiring decisions and the possibility of gender bias
throughout the essay. However, analogous ideas can be applied to many other settings, and towards other types of bias (including behavioral economics-style cognitive biases and/or biases
against other characteristics). For example, employers may exhibit “pedigree bias” against non7 By

contrast, other problems at the intersection of business, engineering and public policy feature externalities that
distort incentives for socially desirable outcomes.
8 The viability of a for-profit marketplace for de-biasing technology is particularly strong in the presence of outcome
regulation (mentioned above) which preserves these incentives for production and innovation in bias-reducing technology. By contrast with “command-and-control” regulation shuts down these marketplace and related incentives.
9 The Obama’ Administration’s statement on algorithmic bias (Smith et al., 2016) similar stated, “Without deliberate care, these innovations can easily hardwire discrimination, reinforce bias, and mask opportunity.” The statement
conceded “The purpose of the report is not to offer remedies[.]” A 2017 Quartz article concluded, “But we must also
be mindful of the specter of harms like algorithmic discrimination and implicit harmful bias in AI-enabled recruiting,
and do our best to counter them.” https://qz.com/work/1098954/ai-is-the-future-of-hiring-but-it-couldintroduce-bias-if-were-not-careful/
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elite colleges. This may not be illegal or a controversial political issue, but would nonetheless
distort fairness or optimal hiring. Some of the ideas here apply not only to computer algorithms
and complex machine learning, but also to simpler forms of evaluations such as psychometrics or
other job tests.
The paper proceeds as follows. We begin in Section 2 by introducing and applying the classic economics conceptions of bias to algorithms. Section 3 discusses econometric and behavioral
theories for why algorithms may exhibit human biases. In Section 4 we discuss the strategic and
behavioral economics considerations for algorithmic bias. Section 5 reviews the nascent “algorithmic fairness” literature in computer science. In Section 6, we discuss theory and evidence on the
topic of algorithms correcting, rather than amplifying, biases in human decision-making. In Section 7, we discuss implications for public policy and firm practices, and conclude with a discussion
in Section 8.

2

Classic Economic Approach to Bias

2.1

Definitions of Bias in Economics

We begin by defining bias as typically used by economists. Economic decision-making is biased if
it produces unequal productivity across groups at the margin. This standard is sometimes called the
“Becker test” after its originator.10 Below, we unpack this definition and discuss its applications to
algorithms. We then discuss the behavioral theories of humans that give rise to unequal outcomes
at the margin, and how these relate to algorithms trained from human data.
Productivity Becker’s tests of equal productivity means “equal payoff for the firm” or equal benefit for whatever the decision-maker should be optimizing. This formulation presumes the existence
of a well-defined objective function for the decision-maker. It also presumes that this objective can
be measured error-free. In many settings it may be obvious what the decision-maker should optimizing. In bail decisions (Arnold et al., 2018), judges are often charged with minimizing failures to
appear. In lending (Dobbie et al., 2018a), financiers should maximize the probability of repayment.
Performance outcomes in many occupations (such as those in finance, sales and some forms of
manual labor) can be measured objectively, and it is clear what decision-makers should maximize.
However in other settings, particularly white-collar or creative jobs, the objective function is
less clear. Should hiring policy seek to maximize innovation? Or efficiency? Should University
admissions maximize academic performance, post-graduate employment or alumni donations?
Various answers to these questions have different implications for bias. There may be no “correct”
answers to these questions, distinct from normative preferences and tastes. Insofar as correct answers truly exist, researchers and practitioners may lack the data and experiments necessary to
determine optimal strategies. Obermeyer and Mullainathan (2019) find evidence of racial dispar10 The

foundational ideas about discrimination in economics were published in Gary Becker’s 1955 PhD thesis, later
published as a book (Becker, 1957). In this and later writing (1993), Becker suggested empirical “outcome tests” for bias
that were motivated by economic theory. Applied to hiring, the Becker outcome test suggests that if hiring is unbiased,
then the productivity of the marginal male and female employees should be equal.
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ities in a commercially available health predictor algorithms driven by this issue: The algorithm
was optimized around health care costs, rather than health.
Choosing the “objective” function may therefore be highly subjective. Even in cases where the
objective function is conceptually clear, measurement of the objective may be problematic. Many
important abstract objectives (“customer satisfaction,” “cultural fit,” “changing public sentiment”)
resist easy quantification.11 The introduction of algorithms makes objective functions – and the
implicit tradeoffs within – more explicit and transparent. Disagreements nominally about bias
conceal differences about what objective function to use (and vice versa).
Marginality The Becker outcomes test examines productivity between marginal male and female
hires. The “marginal female hire” is the least qualified woman hired. If an employer dislikes hiring
women, the least-qualified female hire should exhibit higher performance than the least-qualified
male hire.
Becker focused on the marginal hires as distinct from the average hires by gender. There may be
large differences in the outcomes of average hires that are not the result of bias, for example, if one
group’s applicants performed better on average.13 Though is not the norm, such differences may
be more common in (say) criminal justice, where the base rates of criminal behavior may be truly
different between men and women.14 The idea of discrimination on the margin has natural application in non-hiring settings such as criminal justice and loan decisions, where machine learning
applications have also been explored (Kleinberg et al., 2016; Hardt et al., 2016).15
Measuring marginal candidates is difficult in non-algorithmic settings. Hiring decisions by human recruiters typically label who is hired or who is not, but do not create a rank order that would
allow a researcher to isolate marginal candidates. Some researchers use structural assumptions to
infer rank orders or thresholds (Simoiu et al., 2017). An approach requiring fewer assumptions requires a source of random variation that shifts who is selected, but doesn’t affect outcomes beyond
the selections.
Candidates affected by such random variation are marginal because their hiring outcomes are so
precarious that they could be affected by random environmental variation.16 Several papers use
the random assignment of a case to a judge to examine marginal candidates; Arnold et al. (2018)
exploit the random assignment of judges to measure bias in bail setting; Dobbie et al. (2018a)
exploit the random assignment of loan examiners to measure bias in lending. This strategy could
11 In

some cases, the deployment of an algorithms actually changes subjects’ outputs rather than revealing their latent
types. For example: Many papers in computer science (Dressel and Farid, 2018) examine criminal courts where judges
were shown algorithmic recidivism scores. These papers use rearrest outcomes within two-years to measure whether
the right people were jailed. A variety of prior literature in criminology, economics and political science suggests
longer prison sentences may cause defendants’ likelihood of re-arrest to increase.12 This could be the result of greater
criminality or greater police monitoring. Either way, comparisons of recidivism between marginally imprisoned black
(vs white) defendants may not reflect different standards. It may instead reflect asymmetric negative effects of prison
on racial minorities.
13 Of course the measurement of performance may itself be skewed by gender.
14 Ayres (2002); Simoiu et al. (2017) discuss other problems of infra-marginality in measuring bias.
15 Criminal trials produce decisions about guilt. The “marginal defendant” is the defendant least likely to be guilty
among those.
16 By contrast: Non-marginal candidates’ chances are unaffected by this random variation, either because they are
well-above the threshold (and always admitted), or because they are far below (and thus never admitted).
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be used in many other settings where evaluators are quasi-randomly assigned.17 Researchers also
could use other sources of randomness in decision-making introduced as studied in behavioral
economics.18
The difficulty of studying marginal candidates complicates the evaluation of human biases in
natural settings. By contrast, a hiring algorithm enable not only binary decisions, but rank ordering
(and distances between) all candidates’ scores. This enables marginal candidates to be examined
using regression discontinuity-style procedures (Lee and Lemieux, 2010).19
This is one example of the many ways that bias in algorithms is more easily measured than bias
in humans, a theme that has implications for who adopts algorithms and how they are regulated
by policymakers (discussed in Sections 6 and 7). Firms facing high penalties for discrimination
may prefer to employ human decision-makers, since their biases can be more easily concealed.
Challenges in Implementing Standard Economic Tests of Bias We conclude with four observations about Becker’s tests. First, these empirical tests say nothing about whether a decision-maker
directly utilizes sensitive variables as inputs to decision-making. It is well-known that a policy can
fail these outcome tests, even without directly using demographic variables. For example, if an
advertisers targets an ad at people who express an interest in Assasin’s Creed on Facebook, the ad
will be seen by over 89% men.
Less well-known is that it is possible to pass the tests while directly using using these variables
extensively. The Becker test uses sensitive variables only in evaluations of outcomes.
Second, the Becker outcome test is an ex-post standard. It requires an employer to implement
the selection procedures in practice so that outcomes can be measured. The test doesn’t offer precertification selection procedures – only a way to evaluate them after the fact.
Third, the Becker test evaluates selection procedures by an absolute standard rather than by
comparison to alternatives. Procedures that fail the Becker test may nonetheless reduce bias beneath a status quo. Much of economics is concerned with counterfactual comparisons (Angrist and
Pischke, 2008), which the (classic) Becker test is not about. We discuss the role of counterfactual
thinking in algorithmic fairness later in Section 7.3.
Finally, the Becker tests examine bias, a particular form of unfairness. However, other types of
unfairness and inequalities exist. Procedures that pass the Becker test may fail these other criteria,
as we discuss in more depth below.
17 This includes criminal cases to judges (Kling, 2006), patent applications to patent examiners (Sampat and Williams,
2014; Farre-Mensa et al., 2017); foster-care cases to foster care workers (Doyle Jr et al., 2007; Doyle Jr, 2008); disabilityinsurance applications to examiners (Maestas et al., 2013); bankruptcy judges to individual debtors (Dobbie and Song,
2015) and corporations (Chang and Schoar, 2013); and job seekers to placement agencies (Autor and Houseman, 2010).
18 For example, weather affects financial decisions (Rind, 1996; Hirshleifer and Shumway, 2003; Busse et al., 2015),
sports victories affect financial decisions (Edmans et al., 2007) and relationships (Card and Dahl, 2011), stock prices affect
decisions about effort, innovation, job candidates (Cowgill and Zitzewitz, 2008) and health (Engelberg and Parsons,
2016).
19 Cowgill (2018a), Stevenson and Doleac (2018) and Berk (2017) use regression discontinuities in various ways to
examine algorithmic fairness questions.
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2.2

Economic Theories Explaining Biased Behavior

Having defined a set of empirical tests, we now examine the preferences, strategic interactions
and learning technologies between people and firms that generate biased decisions (i.e., unequal
outcomes on the margin). These economic structures are the data generating processes that produce training data used in machine learning. Typical discussions of bias in economics focuses on
two types of discrimination: Taste-based discrimination and statistical discrimination. In addition,
statisticians have noted the potential for discrimination based on prediction errors.
Taste-Based Discrimination Taste-based discrimination arises directly from preferences. A recruiter
exhibiting taste-based discrimination enjoys direct utility for selecting his favorite type of worker.
That is, they feel subjectively better (or worse) for selecting particular workers for reasons unrelated to performance.
Employers’ tastes for discrimination is typically modeled as substitutable with other forms of
utility. For a taste-based discriminator making employment decisions, a worker’s poor performance can be offset by taste-based preferences in the worker’s favor. In most models, this generates productivity differences on the margin of hiring across groups (as described in the empirical
tests above).20
Psychologists have proposed conscious vs unconscious bias (Greenwald et al., 1998). Neither
taste-based discrimination nor statistical discrimination requires subjects to recognize their bias.
Although we devote less space in this essay towards taste-based discrimination, several scholars
suggest that tastes could be a major contributor to inequality in a variety of settings (Guryan and
Charles, 2013). Taste-based biases could bias algorithms both through the selection of either inputs
or optimization criteria.
Statistical Discrimination In contrast to tastes, discrimination also can arise from signal extraction problems even if tastes are demographically neutral. “Statistical discrimination” (Phelps,
1972; Arrow, 1973) refers to educated guesses about a subject outcome based on limited information. If performance of workers are (on average) correlated with observable characteristics,
employers may be tempted to use these variables as proxies for unobserved skills. Employers
exhibiting only statistical discrimination would be completely indifferent between candidates of
varying demographics if workers’ quality were observable and equal across groups. Statistical
discriminators utility functions are only about performance; they care about demographics insofar
as they help predict performance.21
Statistical discrimination theory makes an optimistic prediction about machine learning and demographic bias: As better data becomes available about workers’ characteristics and their performances, statistical discriminators should ignore crude demographic proxies. They will instead
20 Some

models predict productivity differences both on average and on the margin between genders (Knowles et al.,
2001).
21 Note: This applies only for jobs in which performance is truly uncorrelated with demographics. It may not apply,
for example, to sales jobs where potential buyers have a taste for pitches from salespeople of particular backgrounds.
For this type of job, demographics may truly does predict performance. Statistical discrimination theory predicts that
firms concerned only about profits would prefer to continue using demographic signals.
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place more weight on variables tightly linked to performance. The magnitude of the shift depends
on how much demographic factors are truly correlated with performance.
In this sense, “big data” could be a positive force for demographic equality by providing new
predictive variables that are uncorrelated with demographics. Some of these new variables may be
available to humans already, but unincorporated into learning due to cognitive limitations around
noticing (Hanna et al., 2014; Schwartzstein, 2014).
Many economic models feature decision-makers with perfectly accurate statistical predictors.22
It is unclear how humans could arrive at perfectly accurate statistical discrimination, even if they
were aided by computers and data. Humans may exhibit similar obstacles as machine learning
engineers – unrepresentative training samples, flawed labels within their training sample, and
other contributors to biased algorithms outlined in Section 3.
The challenges around algorithmic bias and fairness are similar to others at the intersection of
computer science and economics, where behavior in economic models requires intractable computations.23 Reducing bias similarly requires intractable computations (learning is generally computationally complex, i.e. NP-hard, Kearns, 1990, Guruswami and Raghavendra, 2009, Daniely, 2016;
learnability itself may be undecidable Ben-David et al., 2019). However, computational hardness
has not prevented progress in many applied machine learning problems in recent decades.24 The
general hardness of learning may not prevent progress in reducing bias from pre-existing levels,
even if some bias remains.
Classic models that assume decision-makers overcome these challenges show that even in this
idealized world – one featuring demographically-blind preferences and flawless human statisticians – inequalities may arise for signal-extraction reasons. A world of accurate statistical discrimination still faces many problems. For example, demographic profiling could pass the marginal
outcomes test.
Another such problem is the “self-fulfilling prophecies” phenomena in Arrow (1973) and subsequent models featuring endogenous skill acquisition (Lundberg and Startz, 1983; Coate and Loury,
1993). In these models, employers’ beliefs about workers’ ability levels affect employers’ hiring
decisions, which affect the rate of return on human capital investments, which in turn determine
workers’ choices of training and skill investments and eventually their realized skills. Employers’ negative prior beliefs are self-confirming in equilibrium thanks to their downstream effects on
incentives for human capital.
22 At a 2018 NBER AI conference, economist Joshua Gans said, “AI is terrible for economic theorists. We already have
in our models people able to do perfect statistics – who could apply statistical analysis at a frontier that [actual humanity]
hasn’t reached.” Alternatively perhaps, AI is good for economic theory insofar as it aligns real-world phenomena with
optimizing behavior modeled in theory.
23 Summarizing research at this intersection, Aaronson (2013) wrote, “[E]ven in the idealized situation [...], it will
often be computationally intractable for those agents to act in accordance with classical economics.” The computational
complexity of deriving market-clearing prices in Arrow-Debreu markets and/or Nash equilibrium in bimatrix games
is relatively computational intractable (Chen et al., 2009); Aaronson (2013) writes that the worst-case complexity of
deriving Nash/Arrow-Debreu equilibria is “as close to NP-complete as it could possibly be.” Even the game of billiards,
featured in Milton Friedman’s celebrated analogy (“The hypothesis that the billiard player made his shots as if he knew
the complicated mathematical formulas,” Friedman, 1953) has proven intractable for computer scientists (Archibald
and Shoham, 2009; Archibald et al., 2010).
24 The complexity of learning is based on worst-case scenarios for input data. Real-world datasets may exhibit characteristics that make learning more feasible than worst-case. The same may be true about learning to reduce bias.
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Importantly, this type of self-fulfilling prophecy does not require that the statistical discrimination be inaccurate. These models suggests that some of the negative byproducts of algorithms may
arise even if the algorithms are unbiased. For these reasons, economists have studied other models
of fairness discussed in Section 2.3. We revisit statistical discrimination in later sections about behavioral economics and inaccurate statistical discrimination (Section 4.2) and the strategic content
of variables used for statistical discrimination (Section 4.1).
Discrimination Stemming From Prediction Errors A separate approach to statistical discrimination emphasizes differences in the variance (or dispersion) of outcomes within members of the
group. Computer scientists have noted that a group-blind classifier that minimizes overall error
will fit the majority population better (Chen et al., 2018a; Chouldechova and Roth, 2018). As these
papers discuss, is possible that variables should simply be weighed differently for minority populations, but once they are, comparable levels of predictive accuracy are possible for minority and
majority groups.
However, prediction errors for minority groups can arise from both bias as well as variance. The
latter possibility is raised in a literature emphasizing differences in within-group variance. These
models suggest that minority groups outcomes may be more unpredictable because productivity
outcomes are truly more uncertain (Phelps, 1972; Aigner and Cain, 1977). For example, as a result
of discrimination, minorities may be forced to assume greater risk. Alternatively, unpredictability
could arise because signals, rather than outcomes, are noisier and less informative (Morgan and
Várdy, 2009), no matter how they are assembled into a model. These models provide theoretical
microfoundations, empirics and policy prescriptions for the idea that prediction disproportionately fails for minority groups.

2.3

Other Fairness Considerations

Bias is a particular type of unfairness. Society may have other fairness-related goals. For example,
organizations may have a preference for sacrificing efficiency to enhance diversity or to enhance
social justice (for example, affirmative action). Traditional economic approaches to these tradeoffs involve a formalized social welfare function that combine payoffs from diversity, equity and
efficiency.
In some cases, it may suffice to change the objective function used to measure individual-level
productivity and proceed with the Becker test. For example, a welfare function could proceed by
specifying a set of acceptable individual-level tradeoffs between a worker’s additional contributed
units of productivity and the utility from hiring from underrepresented background.
Ludwig et al. (2018) formalize the social-welfare approach for regulating fairness in algorithms.
Other fairness considerations face two complicating issues. Some outcomes (such as diversity) are
group-level outcomes that create interdependencies between applicants. A worker’s contribution
may depend on who else was simultaneously (or previously) admitted. Second, the presence of
other fairness requirements affect incentives on the parties affected by screening, for example by
changing the returns to effort or human capital investments.
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2.4

Traditional Policy Options for Reducing Bias

Starting with Becker’s 1957 article, economic research finds that competition disciplines bias. Bias
from tastes or from inaccurate statistical discrimination may cause employers to hire unproductive
workers, reducing profitability. Under some conditions, this will lead firms to go out of business or
be penalized by capital markets; this threat may discipline firms to reduce or eliminate bias. While
this form of self-correction is theoretically possible, many economists acknowledge government
action is required to eliminate discrimination.
The discrimination literature turns to the economics of crime for policy guidance, which featuring three primary policy levers for shaping discriminatory behavior: Detecting discrimination,
punishing known discriminators and reducing the benefits from discriminating. We mention two
particularly salient issues for algorithms.
Accuracy of Statistical Discrimination The accuracy of firms’ statistical predictions is critical for
policy implications. Punishments for over-hiring men could offset an employer’s utility payoffs
for men. This discipline could induce employers into equalizing genders on the margin.
The significance of accurate statistical predictions does not end there. The accuracy of forecasting
also affects how a guilty employer responds to the punishment threat. Suppose government policy
fined all employers whose workforces exhibited gender productivity differences on the margin. If
employers could accurately predict candidates’ performance, they would know exactly how to
respond to this punishment. They would know exactly who should be hired in order to achieve
equality on the margin. Such firms would simply lower the “expected performance” threshold for
hiring a woman until it equals the threshold for men (or raise the threshold for men until it equals
women’s). This would result in the efficient set of candidates being hired.
On the other hand, if firms are not accurate statistical discriminators, this raises more challenging
questions about how guilty firms respond. How does an employer know who needs to be hired in
order to achieve equality on the margin? The employer may have no idea; she may have felt she
was already compliant. She may be correct; all forms of policing feature some level of false positives. Why would a government regulator have expertise in how to weigh candidates’ strengths
and weaknesses in a given industry?
Adjustments intended to equalize one margin (say, by hiring more women) could create new
inequalities or problems on other margins, unless employers were perfectly accurate predictors.
A firm could over-hire women and create inequality against other gender identities. Efforts to
address gender inequality could affect inequality on other vulnerable groups. Firms could alternatively lower thresholds by too much and hire unprofitable or destructive workers.
Optimally adjusting hiring policy for compliance is not obvious. If it were, discrimination may
not be so difficult. The section above catalogues reasons for inaccurate statistical discrimination
by humans. As we mention, even computer scientists with PhDs, data centers full of processing power and extensive historical performance data cannot guarantee unbiased predictions. As
highlighted by computer scientist Arvind Narayanan (2018a; 2018b), “Bias in machine learning is
the rule, not the exception.” His reason is that the underlying training data comes from historical
systems by humans containing bias. Why would human cognition be different?
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This uncertainty is why field experiments may be a useful practical and policy tool. Finding
truly optimal hiring policy may not be practical, but finding improvements to the status quo may
be. A well-designed field experiment may allow employers to estimate the effects of counterfactual
screening policy, including whether the policy’s affects are directionally positive. We discuss the
design of field experiments for assessing algorithmic fairness in Section 7.
“Input Regulation” and Evading Detection Firms can circumvent regulation through evasion.
Evading detection is particularly relevant for deterring bias, particularly in algorithms. As economists
have considered policy solutions to bias, directly regulating preferences or statistical technologies
used has been mostly off the table, because of the impracticality of legislating the permissible variables to appear in an employer’s utility function or predictive reasoning. No regulator can tell a
human recruiter, “Pretend you cannot see this variable and don’t care about it.” This would constitute unenforceable regulation of decision-making hidden inside brain cells. Employers may not
even consciously know their own preferences or statistical abilities.
Some regulation attempts to do this anyway. “Disparate treatment” is a legal framework forbidding employers from directly using certain variables in decisions. However, this framework affects
behavior only insofar as this behavior can be monitored. Firms can avoid detection by leaving no
evidence. This may be a deliberate strategy to avoid intrusive searches. Alternatively, some firms
regularly expunge documents, even if they believe they are innocent, in order to avoid policing
false-positives.
Even without an evasion strategy, many decisions are made inside managers’ minds or in verbal
discussions. There may be no reliable record about which variables were considered.
The difficulty of detection is one reason why economists disfavor “regulating inputs” (i.e., the
content of preferences and predictions) rather than regulating outcomes. Courts and regulators
have embraced “disparate impact” regulations based on outcomes, including the federal government’s “4/5ths rule” (discussed in Section 5). Becker’s emphasis on marginal applicants has
mostly not been incorporated into policy, perhaps because of the aforementioned trouble identifying marginal subjects in human decisions.
Unlike human decisions, directly regulating the variables inside algorithms is technologically
feasible, and has political and legal support. Monitoring compliance is easier through electronic
discovery, particularly given the popularity of version control software for engineering teams developing large amounts of code (Gentzkow and Shapiro, 2014). This does not mean that input
regulation is a good idea. Statistical discrimination theory suggests when such regulation may
be effective. Given the implications for monitoring, firms may prefer to forgo algorithms altogether and embrace human-based alternatives where bias is actually worse, but that resist invasive
searches and monitoring. We discuss input regulation and evasion for algorithms in Section 7.3.
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3

Sources of Bias in Algorithms

Why would algorithms exhibit bias?25 We discuss four hypotheses about the origins of algorithmic
bias, and their sources in economic phenomena. There is little research seeking to quantify the
relative contribution of each of these types of bias, although one registered RCT proposes to do
this (Cowgill and Dell’Acqua, 2018).

3.1

Unrepresentative training samples

Programmers’ training data about a phenomena is often missing data for some applicants nonrandomly. Economists are familiar with this problem through the sample-selection issues raised
by Heckman (1979). For example, performance outcomes about job candidates who are not hired,
or about loans applications that are rejected, could be missing for training data. Instead, outcomes
may be available only for a non-representative selective group, which would result in biased predictions. As Brown (1978) notes, the more recruiters anticipate that educated workers are better,
the harder it will be to find any evidence of this in the sample of hired workers. This is problematic when the goal is to develop an algorithm for a larger population (i.e., the set of all loan or job
applicants) for use in screening.
Unrepresentative training data could come about either for taste-based or statistical discrimination by human decision-makers. Even accurate statistical discrimination would produce unrepresentative samples. For example, suppose that an employer predicted that test scores correlate
strongly with employee performance and hired only good test-takers. The resulting sample of employees at the firm would be highly unrepresentative of the applicant pool. Should the firm give
employee performance data to an engineer to train a hiring algorithm, this data would suffer from
unrepresentativeness even if the employer’s predictions were correct.
Cowgill (2018c) presents a theory model that endogenizes both the selective labels and omitted payoffs problems (discussed below). The paper then characterizes the space of human decision-making
processes under which automated learning technologies can reduce or eliminate the underlying
human biases.
In the model, human decision-makers generate a historical dataset by making a series of biased
decisions (either from taste-based discrimination, or poorly-calibrated statistical discrimination)
that generates both selective labels and omitted payoffs problems. The model suggests that machine
learning algorithms can remove human biases exhibited in historical training data, but only if the
human training decisions are sufficiently noisy.26 Otherwise the algorithms will codify or exacerbate existing biases.
The key feature of this model is that better learning technology is complementary with greater
experimentation. From the perspective of machine learning, noisiness in human judgment is ef25 Mullainathan and Spiess (2017) and Varian (2014) review and introduce machine learning methods for economics
audiences.
26 At a recent NBER conference on AI and decision-making, Economics Nobel Laureate and psychologist Daniel Kahneman stated “We have too much emphasis on bias and not enough emphasis on random noise [...] most of the errors
people make are better viewed as random noise [rather than bias]” (Kahneman, 2017). Kahneman has a longer article
and book about the cost of noise in decision-making (Kahneman et al., 2016).
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fectively a form of experimentation. This facilitates learning by exploring the space of alternative,
less-biased decision-making strategies. Without sufficient noise, the learning technology will codify or exacerbate existing biases.
Given abundant evidence of noisiness in human decisions documented by psychologists and behavioral economists,27 the model makes optimistic predictions about the effects of machine learning on bias – even in the presence of bias in the training data. The results suggests that learning
technology needs only a small amount of noise to correct biases that cause large productivity distortions. As the level of human-related noise increases, machine learning can correct both large
and increasingly small productivity distortions. However, the theoretical conditions necessary to
completely eliminate bias are extreme, and are unlikely to appear in real datasets.
The Cowgill (2018c) model also suggests that the high levels of noise in decisions, a necessary
condition for debiasing, actually harms traditional “goodness of fit” measures often used to measure model quality in practice among software engineers. If engineers and entrepreneurs use these
metrics to guide their choice of applications, they will be lead towards applications most likely to
codify, rather than relieve biases.
Taken together, these results have implications for the way that expertise interacts with machine
learning. A variety of research suggests that the benefit of expertise is lower noise and/or variance,
and that experts are actually more biased than non-experts (they are biased towards their area of
expertise, Li, 2017).
If this is true, then the Cowgill (2018c) model of noise suggests that using expert-provided labels
for training data in machine learning will codify bias because experts experiment too little. Even if
experts are ultimately better than a non-expert at performing the job directly (as Li, 2017 finds),
training algorithms using experts’ historical data may not be as useful if the experts fail to explore.

3.2

Mislabeling outcomes in training samples or “omitted payoffs.”

Conditional on appearing in a sample containing performance outcomes, some outcomes may be
misleadingly labeled. For example, a worker who manages to be hired, but then faces discrimination by a supervisor, may be wrongly labeled as low-performing. An algorithm would associate
their characteristics with low performance, even though it should be associated with discrimination. As with “biased training samples” noted above, mislabeling may also come about either for
taste-based or statistical reasons.
“Omitted payoffs” also encompasses themes of the multitasking literature in contracting, which
is often summarized as “you get what you pay for” (Kerr, 1975; Lazear, 1989; Holmstrom and
Milgrom, 1991; Baker, 1992; Gibbons, 1998). In this same spirit, in supervised machine learnings
“you get what you trained for.” Excellent employee performance often requires a combination of
easily measurable objectives and abstract goals and behaviors that are difficult to quantify.28 Even
if all important behaviors were measured, firms would have to specify trade-offs between them by
27 For example, weather affects financial decisions (Rind, 1996; Hirshleifer and Shumway, 2003; Busse et al., 2015),
sports victories affect financial decisions (Edmans et al., 2007) and relationships (Card and Dahl, 2011), stock prices affect
decisions about effort, innovation, job candidates (Cowgill and Zitzewitz, 2008) and health (Engelberg and Parsons,
2016).
28 For example, “organizational citizenship” behaviors (Meier, 2006; Bolino and Grant, 2016).
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combining them into a single payoff function.
The difficulty of quantifying these goals creates problems both for incentive contracts and for
algorithms. If employers offer contracts that pay only on easily measurable outcomes, they will
substitute effort away from abstract goals. The same is true in supervised machine learning. If
algorithms are trained only to predict outcomes that are easily measured, they will optimize these
outcomes at the expense of other objectives. This exhibits one of several parallels between machine
learning and mechanism design which we also discuss in Section 2.2.

3.3

Feedback Loops

Researchers about algorithmic bias have concerns about feedback loops and self-fulfilling prophecies (Lum and Isaac, 2016; Ensign et al., 2017; O’Neil, 2017). The critical point of these concerns is
that many algorithmic prediction applications are not arm’s-length, disinterested predictions; they
are instead used to affect the outcomes they are supposed to “predict.” The use of these outcomes
either by a decision-maker herself, or by subjects responding to or anticipating to those decisions,
affects whether the predictions are “correct.”
Similar issues affect prediction in other domains. For example, corporate prediction markets
(Gillen et al., 2017; Cowgill and Zitzewitz, 2015a) try to help executives forecast business outcomes. If managers use these forecasts, they interact with the reality the markets are designed
to predict, which changes the informational content of the prices (Siemroth, 2019). A prediction
market could therefore appear “wrong” to a naive ex-post observer, even if it has given managers
highly actionable information.29
Algorithmic feedback loops go beyond this type of feedback. Not only are outcomes affected
by predictions, but these tainted outcomes are then codified as “ground truth” for use in future
algorithms. This may reinforce or amplify biases in the original predictions. One setting where
this appears to be happening is credit scores and employment. A growing number of employers
are using credit scores to evaluate job applicants.30 The theory appears reasonable – if a worker
is responsible enough to repay bills, they may be responsible enough to perform a job.31 Even if
true, believing credit scores predict job performance leaves low-credit workers without income,
which further damages credit scores, which further damages job prospects, and so forth in a
self-reinforcing loop. As discussed in Section 2, Arrow’s 1973 classic work about “self-fulfilling
prophecies” shows these feedback loops may happen even if statistical discrimination is accurate
and unbiased.
Fudenberg and Levine (1993) note that it is possible for individuals to maintain incorrect beliefs
about the payoff consequences of actions that have rarely been tried – for example, by hiring nontraditional candidates – and for these beliefs, in turn, to support suboptimal actions in equilibrium.
Causal inferences about “algorithmic feedback loops” are inherently difficult for empiricists. In
29 For example: Suppose a market forecasts disaster with 90% probability. Managers react to this forecast by changing
their plans, thus averting the disaster. The ex-post 90% forecast may appear wrong to a naive observer because the
disaster was avoided, but it was premised on the state of the world before the intervention.
30 Bartik and Nelson (2016); Clifford and Shoag (2016); Friedberg et al. (2016); Cortes et al. (2018) discuss the effects of
this information on hiring.
31 Koppes Bryan and Palmer (2012) evaluate how well credit scores correlate with on-the-job performance.
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many cases, job applicants labeled “high expected performance” by an algorithm may be more
likely to be hired anyway, even without digital labels. Attributing a hire to an algorithm requires
a quasi-experimental intervention. Identifying a feedback loop requires a researcher not only locate such an intervention, but also that they must trace intervention as it propagates into codified
outcomes as well as future actions and conclusions drawn from contaminated data.
To our knowledge, Cowgill (2018a) presents the only well-identified causal evidence of the “algorithmic feedback loop” phenomena. The setting is Broward County, Florida, where bail judges
are provided predictions about defendants’ recidivism using an algorithm derived from historical data.32 The output of the prediction algorithm, called “COMPAS,” was continuous. But the
scores were shared with judges in rounded buckets (low, medium and high). Using the underlying
continuous score, the paper examines judicial decisions close to the thresholds using a regression
discontinuity design.
Defendants slightly above the thresholds spend an average extra one to four weeks before trial,
which suggests the judges incorporated the signal into decisions. When bail is linked to outcomes,
the extra pre-trial detention given to defendants above the thresholds corresponds to a small increase in recidivism within two years. This was the outcome the algorithm was originally designed
to predict. Black defendants’ outcomes were shown to be more sensitive to the thresholds than
white defendants’.
These results suggest that algorithmic suggestions have a causal impact on criminal proceedings
and recidivism. Showing this label to judges affects whether or not the original assessment was
“correct” by traditional predictive-accuracy measures.
However, algorithmic labels not only affected defendant outcomes. They also affect future training datasets, future research conclusions and future algorithms. As mentioned earlier, the COMPAS dataset has been extensively used in computer science. Many papers featuring this data use
re-arrest outcomes as “ground-truth” for new methods. They do not use the rearrest data as if it
could be contaminated by upstream interventions by biased judges and their algorithmic guides.33
These papers instead use re-arrest outcomes as if they were fair measures of criminality, untainted
by judges’ utilization of the very algorithm (COMPAS) these papers criticize. This completes the
algorithmic feedback loop: The original COMPAS intervention affected judges’ decisions, which
affects re-arrest probabilities, which affects the training data used by researchers for future algorithmic development.34
32 This

is a setting of many papers about bias in algorithms, thanks to a high-profile investigation and report by
ProPublica, a media outlet that shared the results of its FOIA requests for Broward’s criminal data freely online (Larson
et al., 2016).
33 For example, several recent computer science papers evaluate new proposed algorithms or approaches, both purely
algorithmic (Zafar et al., 2017; Corbett-Davies et al., 2017) and incorporating human discretion (Tan et al., 2018; Dressel
and Farid, 2018).
34 Because of the secrecy of the COMPAS algorithm, we cannot know whether Northpointe takes feedback loop into account in training the next generation of their algorithms. However, a 2014 government report (Austin, 2014) to Broward
County policymakers recommended that “the COMPAS system could be easily replaced with a customized risk assessment scale [...] tailored to Broward County.” If this happened, the recidivism outcomes caused by COMPAS could find
their way into training datasets used for future algorithms. Similarly, we also do not know whether doing so would
have a meaningful impact on their algorithm’s suggestions. It is possible that even without corrections for feedback
loops Northpointe’s suggestions are more fair than a counterfactual judge. Arnold et al. (2018) uses random assignment to judges to suggest that human bail decisions, the same decision studied by ProPublica, are already biased. Like
ProPublica, the Arnold et al. (2018) paper specifically examines county bail decisions from the Miami metropolitan area.
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3.4

Biased Programmers

Software engineers may unconsciously (or overtly) exhibit bias during development. According
to the Bureau of Labor Statistics in 2017, software engineers are more often white, male, welleducated and better-paid than America as a whole. These engineers may not be consciously biased,
but their life experiences may influence their approach to developing an algorithm.35
“Biased programmers” could create both unrepresentative training samples as well as omitted
payoff problems. In many practical settings, software engineers are responsible for assembling
training data and formulating the computational problem as well as developing and implementing software. Mitchell et al. (2018) catalogues the choices made by software engineers as they
build models. Biases of unrepresentative programmers could enter at any point. They could select training data from a familiar but unrepresentative setting. Or they may pay disproportionate
attention to particular training examples, measures of accuracy, or empirical applications during
development.
One alleged example of this may have taken place in 2015, when Google released a photos product that offensively mislabeled African Americans.36 Had Google’s product developers been more
diverse, the problem may have been avoided. Separately, Blodgett and O’Connor (2017) find that
machine translation tools by Google, IBM, Microsoft, Twitter and others translate text and speech
by African-Americans and women worse than white males’. The authors highlight that blacks and
women are a much larger portion of the American population (and of Internet users) than they are
of engineering teams of these firms and computer scientists’ workforce more broadly. Had these
programmers been more diverse, the suggestion is that these problems would have been identified. They may also pay less attention to covariates in the training data that are correlated with
vulnerable groups.
Anecdotal evidence for the biased programmers hypothesis suggests that it is not driven by
deliberate animus but by programmers failing to consider their diverse audience.
Statistical evidence that causally links a programmer’s identity to algorithmic behavior is rare.
In a recent paper, Silberzahn et al. (2018) give twenty-nine research teams (61 individuals) an identical dataset about soccer. Each researcher was asked the question: “Are referees are more likely
to give red cards to dark-skin players than light-skin players?” Answers varied widely across the
researchers. Estimated effects ranged from 0.89 to 2.93 in odds-ratio units. The twenty-nine teams
used twenty-one unique combinations of covariates. The authors did not report systematic differences grouped by the researcher’s demographics, but the results suggest that programmers may
reach widely different conclusions using the same data.
Several papers give reason for hope regarding biased programmers. Some economists explicitly
model limited attention (Schwartzstein, 2014; Hanna et al., 2014) in general settings, finding that
human prediction may be mis-calibrated because of cognitive constraints that focus attention on a
limited subset of variables. Given the role of attention in the biased programmers hypothesis, this
suggests that predictions can be better calibrated if delegated to agents (computers) that can attend
to a greater number of variables. The Bordalo et al. (2016) model suggests that stereotypes come
about partly because of human misunderstanding of the prediction problem – humans provide
35 This
36

could come about on account of either taste-based or statistical discrimination in the developer.
(Forbes.com, 2015)
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diagnostic variables when they are asked to make predictions.
Insofar as machine learning know what to program for, they may be able to avoid replicating
this mistake. However, there are several other reasons to be less optimistic. Biased programmers
may often face incentives to create algorithms that confirm prior beliefs. A famous example of this
algorithmic ranking was in US News and World Report, which was repeatedly adjusted in order
to conform to the public’s images of great universities (Thompson, 2000). Many computer science
papers validate models based on users labeling the classifications as agreeing with prior intuition.
These problems suggest incentive contracting issues underlying the “biased programmers” problem.

3.5

Spillovers and Composition

Many economic settings feature interdependence between actors in a manner that leads to biased
outcomes, even if each actor is individually unbiased. Computer scientists refer to this as “fairness
under composition” (Dwork and Ilvento, 2018). Issues around spillovers and composition are
particularly salient in digital economics.
A key example is found in Lambrecht and Tucker (2016), which studies how online advertising
for STEM jobs are displayed differently to men and women. The authors examine two sets of online ad campaigns – one targeted at men and the other at women, but otherwise identical in their
budget and targeting. The authors find that the STEM ads are shown to men more often. At first
glance, the culprit might be thought to have been biased training data or algorithms that associate
engineering jobs with masculinity for historical reasons. However, the authors’ closer analysis
reveals a different explanation. Women are less likely to see ads for job opportunities because of
competition from other advertisers, particularly those selling consumer-packaged goods (“CPG”).
Ad auctions for female eyeballs contain more bidders and thus have higher clearing prices.37 This
means that the STEM ads targeted to women are crowded out because of spillovers between industrial sectors. This does not happen in the markets for male eyeballs as often. As a result, otherwise
identical campaigns reach fewer women because there is more competition for female eyeballs.
Demand for female attention coming from cosmetics companies (and other sources) spills over to
affect prices and quantities for STEM ads, effectively crowding them out.
This mechanism is arguably a form of “omitted payoffs”; many observers could view equality
in job advertising as a payoff worth preserving. However, the auction-based allocation system
attempts to maximize the profitability and efficiency of ad targeting; these are worthwhile goals in
their own right, but they omit the goal of gender equality. Other allocation methods could produce
the same outcome so long as they also respond to advertisers’ preferences. Even if the underlying
bidders are not biased, aggregation through the price system creates an unequal outcome.
The Lambrecht and Tucker (2016) research raises other policy issues. One frequent proposal for
addressing bias is to make platforms gender-blind. However, gender targeting may sometimes
be necessary to achieve gender balance. An employer could address the STEM jobs issue by bidding higher for women, guaranteeing that the STEM ads were shown ahead of CPG ads. Without
gender targeting, it would not be possible to increase bids for women in order to out-bid CPG
37 The

phenomenon of “Female eyeballs are more expensive for advertisers” is a broader phenomenon that appears
in advertising settings beyond the platform they study.
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advertisers. But this too, creates other fairness issues: Recruitment strategy would feature unequal
resources to recruit men and women. For this reason, Facebook actually forbids gender-targeting
employment ads on its platform.38
Similar issues could explain the patterns in Larson et al.’s 2015 study of price quotes on the
Princeton Review’s website. When users enter a ZIP code from an Asian-American neighborhood,
they are quoted higher prices. Spillovers may explain how this came about. Like female advertising inventory, Princeton Review classes are priced by the market. The supply of neither is perfectly
elastic. If there is strong demand in Asian neighborhoods for classes, Princeton Review will have
to allocate scarce slots among competing families. If they use the price system for allocation, then
one family’s demand for SAT classes may spill over onto others in the form of higher prices.
Using AI for matching in labor or other markets is similar to advertising. AI is often used to
improve targeting for buyers and sellers. Several theory papers examine the effects of better targeting on markets. As targeting improves, markets may fragment into smaller, segmented pools
of demand. These segments may contain higher match quality, but suffer from “thinness” because the quantity of participants decreases per segment. Thinness may complicate bargaining
and price-setting by exaggerating negotiation power. Hummel and McAfee (2015) and Fu et al.
(2012) examine the targeting/thinness tradeoff theoretically.
Cowgill and Dorobantu (2018) study the effects of greater targeting in ads using a differences-indiscontinuity design across geographic markets. They found that greater targeting options made
ad markets thinner. Measures of the number of bidders per ad inventory decrease. As competition
subsided, average prices decreased as well. However, the composition of ads also changed. The
quantity of ads sold went up because new targeting enabled unsold inventory to find a buyer. The
net effect on ad revenue was positive.
These results were not inevitable or a mechanical byproduct. They required advertisers to exhibit
heterogeneity in preferences. If advertisers’ target consumers were undifferentiated, targeting may
not have affected market thickness and prices may have risen.
Similar phenomena could occur in other settings where algorithms improve targeting. The consequences may impact diversity and inequality directly. Cowgill (2017) found that the introduction
of machine learning into hiring decisions led to more offers to non-traditional candidates. In a labor setting, these candidates are analogous to “previously unsold inventory” in the Cowgill and
Dorobantu (2018) advertising market. Despite being overlooked by the firm’s human recruiters,
these candidates performed slightly better in interviews and on-the-job performance.
However, like the unsold ad inventory, these non-traditional job candidates faced a thinner market for their services. Non-traditional candidates identified by machine learning and rejected by
human screeners were 15 percentage points more likely to accept job offers (when extended), and
were 12 percentage points less likely to show evidence of a competing offer in negotiations surrounding offers.
The employers in question did not adjust wages substantially in response to these outside offers,
leaving the traditional and non-traditional candidates equally paid in their jobs. However, many
employers would engage in such bargaining (including universities and faculty). For employers
38 This

would arguably constitute a failure of “disparate treatment,” the legal framework discussed in Section 2.4.
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who do, wage inequality between traditional and non-traditional workers at the same company
would increase. Note that inequality among overall job seekers may have decreased, since some
applicants would be paid a positive wage in this industry rather than being paid nothing (the
“unsold inventory” candidates who found a buyer). However, inequality among co-workers at
the same company or job would increase because the algorithm selects qualified workers with
fewer outside options.
These results suggest that machine learning identified valuable candidates who were not only
overlooked by the human recruiters at one firm, but also by the entire remainder of the labor
market. This took place in the market for programmers, a labor market so tight that employers
lobby Congress for expanded H1B visas. Like the ad-targeting market, these results were also not
mechanical or inevitable. It is possible that overlooked candidates were, in fact, adversely selected.
If employers’ demands were undifferentiated (i.e. a strictly “common-value” labor market), better
targeting of candidates may have led firms to concentrate recruitment on a narrow group that is
equally desired by all employers, and to avoid non-traditional candidates.39
Just as in the Cowgill and Dorobantu (2018) ad market, better targeting could have increased
price pressure (wage pressure) in situations where employer preferences were undifferentiated.
However, both papers find decreased price pressure, increased quantity and a shift in the composition composition of transactions. Given the role of AI in these outcomes, some of these results
could be misunderstood as algorithmic bias. Like the high-priced female eyeballs in Lambrecht
and Tucker (2016), the results in the hiring example are driven not only by algorithms but by inequality of competing offers. In both these cases, the effects of algorithmic selections depend on
how they interact with with an existing set of outside circumstances which are not determined by
an algorithm.

4

Strategic and Behavioral Economics Considerations

As mentioned in Section 2.1, decisions can fail the Becker test without directly using demographic
variables. Similarly, they can pass the test, despite using such variables. Can we know anything
about what variables will be used? In this section, we review what economic models say about the
content of algorithms and their relationship with strategizing agents. We also discuss the application of behavioral economics to algorithmic fairness problems.

4.1

Economics Signalling Applications to Algorithmic Fairness

Statistical discrimination theory makes an affirmative prediction about which variables will be
used to discriminate: Viable signals must be costly for low-quality job candidates to acquire (Spence,
1973). If a signal elicits favorable treatment but is cheap, all candidates will acquire the signal and
it will lose its screening value.
The Spence model suggests that certain characteristics may be useful only for screening, and
39 To our knowledge, Agan et al. (2018) contains the only empirical estimate of how correlated firms’ demands for
workers are and finds moderate sized correlations showing a large role for heterogeneous preferences between employers in the same industry.
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otherwise offer no utility to employers. These characteristics are valuable insofar as they signal
hard-to-observe traits. Spence used this concept to explain the popularity of educational credentials whose requirements are unrelated to job function. Diplomas are useful for signaling characteristics such as intelligence and commitment, even if they do not teach job skills. Several nuances
in education and labor statistics suggest a role for signaling.40
Signaling theory has implications for algorithms. First, if algorithms do not use costly signals,
agents can “spam” the system. Without costly signals, the usefulness of certain machine learning
applications may be limited. In résumé screening, certain job signals (i.e., qualifications such as
graduate degrees) are costly proxies for abilities and are verifiable. For other signals, such as the
use of complex vocabulary words, may be easier for low quality candidates to adopt.41 Already,
researchers and journalists have reported the phenomena of “résumé stuffing” or adding strategic
content to résumés in order to game humans or algorithms.42 Similar issues have not stopped
actual spam filters (for email) from success.43
For settings where manipulation is possible, strategizing may be cheaper for some than others.
Pathak and Sönmez’s 2008 analysis of the Boston mechanism for school choice showed that gaming the system by misrepresenting preferences could be profitable. However, this was probably
exploited only by more sophisticated families (possibly wealthier or better-educated parents). Hu
et al. (2018) formally modeled screening games in which some agents have a cost advantage for
manipulating. The authors show how subsidies intended to equalize equilibrium outcomes may
could make all groups worse off – including the group receiving the subsidy – while only improving outcomes for the learner.
In adversarial settings, the uninterpretable “black box” nature of machine learning is an advantage. Spamming a decision system if harder if its internal process is opaque. Cybersecurity
researchers refer to this protection as “security through obscurity.” Ederer et al. (2018) analyze this
tradeoff formally, showing that deliberate opacity reduces gaming, and document the long intellectual history of this concept. Human decisions, which are also opaque in some settings, may also
enjoy spam resistance for this reason.
Machine learning features an additional anti-gaming feature. A common practice in machine
learning is to limit to how influential any single variable can become through regularization. This
makes machine learning models more robust outside of training samples, but would also limit the
effectiveness of gaming. For someone to change his or her classification, regularization requires a
large number of variables to be modified. Insofar as human judgment can’t “regularize,” possibly
because of limits on the number of variables they can process (Hanna et al., 2014; Schwartzstein,
2014), they can’t enjoy this advantage.
Costly signaling and interpretability Signaling theory and related empirics suggest that many
good screening variables may have no clear relationship to the employer’s task. Many economists
40 Some

research suggests that workers learn little in school that is useful for employment. Caplan (2018) summarizes
this perspective.
41 Some claim these words are useful in screening (Weaver, 2017).
42 How To Trick The Robots And Get Your Résumé In Front Of Recruiters, Fast Company, https://www.fastcompany.
com/40422836/how-to-trick-the-robots-and-get-your-resume-in-front-of-recruiters, accessed November
14, 2018. For a scholarly discussion, see (Amare and Manning, 2009).
43 Rao and Reiley (2012) review spam problems from an economics perspective.
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suggest that high school and college curricula, which sometimes include trigonometry, cellular
biology and world history, have little direct application in the vast majority of employment. For
example, venue contracts for the 1980s rock band Van Halen included a rider requesting a bowl
of M&Ms with no brown ones. The band later revealed it was a test – a costly signal for checking
who read the band’s elaborate concert instructions. Failing the M&M test triggered an inspection
of the concert setup. Brown M&Ms were otherwise irrelevant.
Policymakers and businesspeople often request “explanations” for the output of machine learning algorithms (Guidotti et al., 2018) . The European Union General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) and prior EU regulations asserts a “right to explanation” when influenced by algorithmic
decision-making (Goodman and Flaxman, 2017).
However, many useful screening variables, such as diplomas or bowls of non-brown M&Ms,
have little obvious relationship to performance objectives. If Van Halen’s concert instructions were
an algorithm, inspectors might have suspected a bug or spurious correlation when they discovered
the M&M variable, but they would be wrong. If hiring baristas were algorithmic, inspectors may
have questioned the trigonometry prerequisite (implicit in the high school degree requirement).
Economic theory and empirical studies indicate why such signals are already incorporated into
screening. These characteristics are costly signals of hard-to-observe qualities. Machine learning
can scale the search for non-obvious signals. However, this search can yield variables requiring
further inspection for a human to understand. We are aware of no algorithmic approach that
automates explanations for why variables such as brown M&Ms (or trigonometry requirements)
are useful in screening staff. In the Van Halen case, disclosing the explanation would undermine
the test’s purpose. If the test were explained per GDPR regulations, then concert staff would realize
they could pass the test by providing M&Ms without reading the instructions.
We discuss fairness in adversarial situations more detail in Section 7.2. One benefit of the Becker
test is that it examines outcomes only. As this example shows, transparency about internal characteristics introduces gaming.
Costly signaling is also related to “recourse,” a common perspective on regulating algorithms.
Spangher and Ustun (2018) and others suggest that algorithms should have “actionable recourse”
and rejected applications “should be able to do something.” This appears to be motivated by the
reasonable goal of eliminating demographic considerations from selection since these variables
are costly to acquire. The concept of recourse creates a principled, abstract way to differentiate
“sensitive” variables from others (without referring to contemporaneous law).
While this seems reasonable when applied to demographics, the Spence model and its successors suggest that it is possible for workers to have so much “recourse” that it will obliterate the
usefulness of screening. Lack of recourse is not a bug in these models, but the entire purpose,
allowing good and bad candidates to be separated.
Demand for recourse should must also be weighted against its costs.44 Ultimately, “recourse” in
many settings may be illusory.45
44 Suppose

NBA scouts are prohibited from discriminating on player height (“no recourse for being short”). Setting
up tryout systems would be costly. While it may be worthwhile, the benefits must be measured against these costs.
45 Using test performance to screen candidates may appear to offer recourse (pass the test). However, performance
on certain tests may be heavily influenced by fixed characteristics. Tall players would probably win the NBA tryouts
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Costly signaling theory provides a theoretical foundation for using seemingly-irrelevant variables in decisions. However, the theory is too broad to be used as a regulatory strategy to discipline
bias. Can an employer claim that anything is an M&Ms-style costly signal? Can this loophole be
used to mask harmful discrimination? How can a judge determine which signals are truly legitimate?
The Becker test (and other outcome-based tests) do not require regulators to examine inputs,
and instead only look at the outputs. If the marginal male and female are not equally productive, the Becker test suggests that hiring is biased, irrespective of the internal characteristics of the
algorithm.
Nonetheless, knowing whether seemingly-irrelevant variables are truly predictive is often valuable. A firm caught using biased practices may want to know how to screen. Courts have asked
firms to demonstrate “business relevance,” which can be established by showing a statistical correlation between a characteristic and performance outcomes. However, firms may lack clean variation in screening criteria in their historical decisions.46 Field experiments in screening offer firms
and regulators a way to address these questions.47
Contract theory and mechanism design Contract theory and mechanism design are subfields of
economics concerned with strategic design of the message space for costly signals. A subfield of
computer science examines the computational properties of mechanism design (Nisan and Ronen,
2001). In a typical mechanism design problem, an employer wants to screen certain workers to join
a firm. She cannot directly observe worker quality or effort and therefore cannot contract directly
on these variables. However, she may observe a noisy measure of output for workers who join the
firm. She then can strategically design a contract to convert these signals into payments. Written
optimally, this formula will induce only the right workers to join the firm.
As imagined by economists, contracts such as formulae converting performance metrics into
payments are essentially algorithms. They convert costly signals into payments, and thus generate credible information through incentive design. There are several parallels between contracts
and algorithms that we explore in more detail in Section 3. Several economists studying AI have
backgrounds in contract theory.

4.2

Implications of Behavioral Economics for Algorithmic Fairness

Many attempts at statistical discrimination are not accurate. Behavioral economics is partly about
systematic errors in beliefs and statistical reasoning.48 These errors include confirmation bias (Raanyway.
46 It would be hard for Van Halen to show the value of the M&Ms test using observational data from their tours if
there was no variation (or no unconfounded variation) in their screening methods.
47 If Van Halen desired to test if brown M&Ms were a truly valuable costly signal, the band could randomly divide
their touring venues into treatment and control. For treatment, they could utilize the brown M&Ms method for testing
compliance. For control, they could remove the rider. They could then examine measures of success and compliance for
both groups. If someone questioned whether brown M&Ms was a reasonable screening criterion, the band could share
the results of this experiment.
48 The other major part of this literature is about non-standard preferences and non-standard decision-making (Rabin,
2002).
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bin and Schrag, 1999), framing (Tversky and Kahneman, 1981), overconfidence (Malmendier and
Tate, 2008; Cowgill and Zitzewitz, 2015a), herding (Devenow and Welch, 1996) and recency bias
(Kahneman et al., 1993; Cowgill and Zitzewitz, 2015b).
Two recent papers are especially relevant to algorithmic bias. Theories about selective attention
(Hanna et al., 2014; Schwartzstein, 2014) suggest that humans statistical discrimination may be
mis-calibrated because of cognitive constraints. In this setup, even sophisticated humans who
correctly calculate their prediction weights may be biased because they do not use all relevant
variables. This effectively creates omitted variable bias in the humans. The model suggests that AI
may be able to reduce bias insofar as it can use more variables.
Bordalo et al. (2016) contains a statistical formulation of stereotypes. The authors explain their
model using the example of elderly Floridians. If stereotypes were based on the most common
characteristics, Florida would be associated with 20-44 year-olds. Age distributions in Florida
are actually similar to the rest of the United States. The authors claim that Florida is associated
with elderly not because P(Old| Floridian) is high, but instead because P(Old| Floridian) is high
P(Old| Not Floridian)

(i.e., advanced age is a “diagnostic” variable for Floridians, distinguishing Floridians from nonFloridians). The authors show this pattern of stereotype formation explains many common group
stereotypes as well as other nuances of stereotyping. In this literature, diagnostic variables are
more likely to “come to mind” (Gennaioli and Shleifer, 2010), and are therefore weighted more
heavily in predictions about the characteristics of Floridians.
Bordalo et al. (2016) and other data-generating models for stereotyping relate to whether algorithms will embody these stereotypes. They suggest that humans misunderstand their prediction
task. Decreasing bias may be possible if programmers are given incentives to predict the right
outcome (i.e., P(Old| Floridian)) without overweighting diagnostic variables) and delegate math
to processors. While this seems like an easy requirement, our later section about “biased programmers” (Section 3.4) shows where software engineers face incentives to create algorithms that
conform to prior beliefs (which may be distorted because of the issues above). Fudenberg and
Levine (1993) note that it is possible for individuals to maintain incorrect beliefs about the payoff consequences of actions that have rarely been tried – for example, by hiring non-traditional
candidates – and for these beliefs, in turn, to support suboptimal actions in equilibrium.
Among academic psychologists, the superiority of evidence-based algorithms for prediction is
supported by decades of research in many empirical settings. This includes employee performance (Highhouse, 2008), student performance (Dawes, 1971, 1979), criminal defendants’ recidivism (Thompson, 1952; Wormith and Goldstone, 1984), demand for products (Schweitzer and Cachon, 2000) and medical diagnoses (Adams et al., 1986; Beck et al., 2011; Dawes et al., 1989; Grove
et al., 2000). Review articles include Dawes et al. (1989); Grove et al. (2000); Meehl (1954).
Much of this research uses decades-old statistical methods (for a methodological critique, see
Cowgill, 2018b). However, a recent review summarized academic psychology’s views: “When
choosing between the judgments of an evidence-based algorithm and a human, it is wise to opt
for the algorithm.” Psychology has in fact moved towards documenting and understanding biases against using algorithms (or “algorithm aversion,” Dietvorst et al., 2015, Dietvorst et al., 2016)
despite their superior performance. A nascent literature in psychology and economics (Yeomans
et al., 2017; Bigman and Gray, 2018) seeks to explain when and why humans defer to algorithms,
with some researchers reporting boundary conditions to “algorithm aversion,” particularly for
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non-experts (Logg et al., 2018).
There are several related topics we do not discuss in this essay. Some uses of machine learning
and AI have been used to uncover hard-to-observe human biases such as ideological bias (Jelveh
et al., 2015). A small literature studies the design of marketplaces that neutralize discriminatory
behavior (Edelman et al., 2017). Algorithms also influence inequality through the surplus captured by their designers. One source of rising inequality in the last several decades has been the
wealth created by technology entrepreneurs. This essay mostly focuses on the direct influence
of algorithms on fairness outcomes in markets, rather than through economic gains from owning
them.

5

Computer Science Literature about Algorithmic Fairness and Bias

The topic of social biases in computer systems has an unexpectedly long history. To our knowledge, the first paper on this topic was Friedman and Nissenbaum (1996). Although the authors
do not identify many of the specific issues arising today, the paper was prescient in many ways.
Early empirical papers about algorithmic bias were straightforward: They ran a script to collect
algorithmic outcomes and then measure differences between demographic groups using straightforward statistics. This evaluation of bias did not typically present comparisons to counterfactual
screening methods.49 If these papers went further it was generally towards building a practical
software tool allowing further data collection about bias.50
In this section, we review several of the major groups of papers in computer science and related
literatures about algorithmic bias.

5.1

Law and Computer Science

When the computer science literature has looked outside its borders, it has focused mostly on the
law. Legally-binding tests for discrimination, established by judges, regulators and politicians,
strike these researchers as a reasonable place to begin. This is consistent with the field’s practical
and engineering-oriented preference for algorithms that can be used in practice (without incurring
lawsuits). These computer scientists are not suggesting optimal public policy; they are developing
technology to comply with existing policy. This literature often takes legal requirements as exogenous, and attempts to express the requirements as constraints within mathematical optimization.
Regulators sometimes offer precise legal requirements that can be incorporated into algorithms.
America’s federal employment discrimination regulator, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), guides employee selection to abide by a “four-fifths rule”51 which means that the
49 In

the computer science theory literature, one exception is Chouldechova and G’Sell (2017), which develops a
methodological framework for comparing two algorithms. The paper thus contains an implicitly counterfactual setup
although it does not use counterfactual language.
50 For example, the AdFisher project (Datta et al., 2015) documented that Google in India was more likely to show
ads for executive coaching to men than women. The project was focused on building a tool which would allow others
to automate the process of creating a gendered Google account and measuring whether it saw different ads from an
account of a different gender. See Section 5 of Datta et al. (2015) for an example.
51 This policy was implemented in the Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures (“UGESP”), a set of
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pass rate for all demographic groups must fall within 80% to 100% of the group with the highest pass rate.52 These policies sometimes themselves lack thinking about equilibrium.53 Passing or
failing the 4/5ths tests has no relationship with passing or failing the aforementioned Becker -style
tests of equal productivity of marginal candidates. The 4/5ths test does not require comparisons
to other methods.
A foundational paper in the CS literature on algorithmic bias (Feldman et al., 2015) formalizes
the “four-fifths rule,” links it to pre-existing loss-functions studied within statistics and computer
science, and provides practical and theoretical guidance for building complaint algorithms.
Consistent with their engineering orientation, these papers focus on protected classes of subjects
as defined by current U.S. law and with the empirical properties of recent data. The “sensitive
variables” are usually demographic; some theoretical papers (Corbett-Davies et al., 2017) discuss
more vague but exogenously-defined “sensitive variables” and “legitimate variables” without endogenizing the labels.

5.2

Definitions of Fairness

Some papers go beyond legal requirements and examine other plausible definitions of fairness
(Romei and Ruggieri, 2014; Žliobaitė, 2017). For example, suppose programmers develop an algorithm forecasting loan repayment for screening applicants. Should there be separate algorithms for
black and white borrowers? If only one scoring algorithm is used, could there be different thresholds for each group? Several answers to these questions could be characterized as fair. Fairness
may also require that model’s predictive accuracy be equal across groups (Corbett-Davies et al.,
2017).
The definitions in this literature frequently contain one or both of the following two features.
First: They may involve direct preferences for diversity and/or representation. “Demographic
parity,” the requirement an equal (or bounded) representation all demographic groups, exemplifies
this direct taste for representation and is the focus of several CS papers.54
Such preferences for diversity could plausibly be divorced from the computer science of machine learning altogether. Machine learning is broadly useful for predicting empirical outcomes
such as worker productivities. However, the usefulness of these predictions – and the tradeoffs
of predicted performance with diversity with other goals – is a question of utility functions. As
Kleinberg et al. (2018) wrote, “A preference for fairness should not change the choice of estimator.”
1978 federal policies adopted by the Civil Service Commission, the Department of Labor, the Department of Justice, and
the Equal Opportunity Commission in part to enforce the anti-employment discrimination sections of the 1964 Civil
Rights Act. They state, “A selection rate for any racial, ethnic, or sex group which is less than four-fifths (4/5) (or 80
percent) of the rate for the group with the highest rate will generally be regarded as evidence of adverse impact, while
a greater than four-fifths rate will generally not be regarded as evidence of adverse impact.”
52 For example, suppose a technology company adopted a job test. The most successful demographic group in this
job test was Asian females, who pass at 45%. The “four-fifths rule” says that the job test is discriminatory if any group’s
pass rate was below 36% (45%×4/5).
53 Companies could game the EEOC’s rule by manipulating who took the test. Cowgill (2018b) contains additional
economic and econometric analysis of the 4/5ths rule. Such critiques may be irrelevant to algorithmic developers or
practitioners who simply aim to comply.
54 The aforementioned 4/5ths rule and related papers (Feldman et al., 2015) are an example of demographic parity.
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Second: Fairness definitions impose constraints on the process of learning from data to identify and
correct for distortions. These learning adjustments are more connected to the traditional expertise
of statistical learning. They could improve both the quality of estimators and performance, as well
as diversity and representation, without an explicit taste for diversity or representation.
Many real-world actors, of course, have tastes both for performance and for diversity. However,
the literature in this area is sometimes unclear about which combinations of goals are driving
applications and definitions of fairness. This can be tricky; for example, Kleinberg and Raghavan
(2018) formally analyze the “Rooney Rule,” a practice of guaranteeing at least one interview slot
to a minority candidate. This may appear to be driven by tastes for diversity and representation,
but the authors identify circumstances where the Rooney Rule is profit-maximizing.
On the whole, this CS literature avoids advocating a single definition of fairness and embraces
the subjectivity of the choice. The literature aims to guide policymakers’ selection of fairness criteria contextually, by highlighting tradeoffs between various definitions (Kleinberg et al., 2016).
For whatever the chosen criteria, the literature then aims to provide practical tools and tests for
implementation and to document their computational properties.
The literature also aims to formalize each notion of fairness and to examine the (in)compatibility
of each notion with each other and other goals for algorithms (such as maximizing predictive
accuracy).55 Importantly, many papers contain impossibility results showing that many attractive
fairness criteria cannot be simultaneously achieved (Kleinberg et al., 2016; Barocas et al., 2017;
Chouldechova, 2017; Berk et al., 2017; Narayanan, 2018c).56
Many of the fairness definitions used in this literature – including those used in the impossibility
results – suffer from the problem of infra-marginality introduced by (Ayres, 2002).57 For example,
Hardt et al. (2016) introduces an “equality of opportunity” fairness criterion, which the authors
operationalize as a selection algorithm that equalizes the rate of true positives across all demographic groups. Hardt et al.’s 2016 false-positives – and other fairness metrics – typically refer to
the entire admitted population in each group rather than just the marginal candidates on the cusp
of rejection (Corbett-Davies and Goel, 2018).
To some observers, the Hardt et al. (2016) discussion of separate thresholds for white and black
borrowers in FICO scores may relate to the aforementioned Becker (1957, 1993) “outcome tests”
for bias (Section 2). However, Becker’s test requires equal repayment rates for black and white
borrowers at the margin (i.e., at the threshold of the decision to borrow or not), which is not necessarily the same as equal FICO scores. If FICO scores do not accurately predict creditworthiness,
then demographic-specific thresholds in machine learning may be useful for reducing bias.58 Similarly, if FICO scores are biased, then adopting a single FICO threshold for all demographics may
nonetheless fail the Becker test.
55 Some researchers dispute tradeoffs with predictive accuracy, claiming any tradeoffs are an artifact of badly-defined
performance criteria. See Section 4 and Section 3 about the choice of performance variables for training.
56 For example, Berk et al. (2017) defines six notions of fairness, and concludes “some of [these] are incompatible
with one another and with [maximizing predictive] accuracy.” The authors claim that satisfying all six notions simultaneously is impossible outside of trivial instances. Narayanan (2018c) similarly examines 21 plausible definitions of
fairness.
57 This is also discussed in Simoiu et al. (2017).
58 Demographic-specific thresholds may have other uses in affirmative action.
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5.3

Engineering ex-ante Fair Algorithms

Some computer science literature measures bias or fairness of outcomes ex-post. A related, smaller
literature prescribes new computational techniques for developing algorithms that are ex ante more
likely to be unbiased (Lum and Johndrow, 2016; Johndrow and Lum, 2017; Aliverti et al., 2018;
Kallus and Zhou, 2018). A few of such approaches are familiar to economists. Some make precise
adjustments to standard algorithms based on a model of the bias (Calders et al., 2009; Kamiran and
Calders, 2009; Feldman et al., 2015; Agarwal et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2018b). These are similar in
spirit to economists’ structural modeling, although in some cases without links to equilibrium or
economic theory. Other CS researchers attempt to reduce bias with fewer assumptions by gathering more data in a quasi-experimental fashion, for example, by using multi-armed bandits (Jabbari
et al., 2017; Joseph et al., 2016).

5.4

Interpretability and Explanations

Lastly, a nascent CS literature develops “interpretable” machine learning (Doshi-Velez and Kim,
2017). Guidotti et al. (2018) surveys the CS literature on explanations. These papers are motivated
by the hope that interpretable algorithms and/or explanations can help assess whether an algorithm is unfair. This literature criticizes the “black box” character of machine learning, and aims
to build algorithms that ordinary humans understand. Some of these are focused on providing explanations for algorithms as a whole (Wattenberg et al., 2016; Krause et al., 2017), while others are
interested in providing specific explanations for each decision (Martens and Provost, 2014; Ribeiro
et al., 2016; Koh and Liang, 2017; Lundberg and Lee, 2017).
Several papers show that machine learning algorithms can be vastly simplified without harming
predictive accuracy. Examples include point systems (Jung et al., 2017; Ustun and Rudin, 2016),
additive models (Caruana et al., 2015; Lou et al., 2012, 2013) or checklists (Malioutov et al., 2017).
Kleinberg and Mullainathan (2018) proposal a formal framework for simplified interpretable predictions, and show that every simple prediction function is strictly improvable in efficiency, equity and welfare; i.e., identifying tension between the goals of simplicity and equity and other
social outcomes. Although simplifications may be easier to explain to users, they may not actually increase performance, comprehension or trust in the algorithm. Simplification may allow an
algorithmic designer to bury problems less transparently.
Psychologists have found that humans in lab experiments are less biased when they suspect
they will have to explain their decisions. This could influence either algorithmic developers (see
“biased programmers” in Section 3.4) or human judges receiving guidance from algorithms. A
separate line of research suggests that humans are excellent at rationalizing decisions, i.e. providing false explanations – this could limit the effectiveness of interpretable machine learning on
“biased programmers” or the audience for their products.
Do interpretability requirements mitigate the biased effects of algorithms? What are the costs
or benefits? Given the interest in interpretable machine learning, surprisingly few papers attempt
to answer this question scientifically. Poursabzi-Sangdeh et al. (2018), present large-scale field
experiments in which functionally identical AI models are shown to users with varying levels of
interpretability. They find that interpretability indeed improved subjects’ ability to simulate the
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models predictions. However, they found no effects on measures of trust in the algorithms, or
in subjects’ performance in detecting sizable mistakes in the algorithm. The benefit from simple
explanations may be what psychologists call “the illusion of explanatory depth” (Rozenblit and
Keil, 2002).
Economics may have useful insights into the role of explanations in algorithms. A long literature examines strategic communication, featuring a “sender” who has better information than the
receiver (Crawford and Sobel, 1982; Farrell and Rabin, 1996). In the setting of machine learning,
the “sender” is the algorithm.
The receiver of the information is a humans relying on algorithmic advice. In the canonical setup,
communication is possible only insofar as principle and agents’ interests overlap, i.e., insofar as
they are playing a coordination game. As the interests of sender and receiver diverge, only very
coarse or no communication is possible.
Critically, these models say that the inability to communicate is not determined by shortcomings
of the message space. It is not because of the lack of well-crafted sentences, data visualizations,
check lists, historical examples or other innovations to “explain” decisions. It is because of two
parties’ inability to trust each other. As interests diverge, all communication becomes self-serving,
manipulative, unverifiable “cheap talk.” If interests were completely aligned (and this was common knowledge to both parties), no explanations would be necessary, only recommendations.
The challenge for explainable algorithms is therefore to align the interests of human and machines, and to make this alignment common knowledge. Do algorithms and their human interpreters strategic interests’ diverge? An algorithm is an inanimate object having no strategic interests. However, algorithms are designed and owned by people who do. The interests of agents who
design and own algorithms may not completely align with the principals receiving recommendations. Most obviously, if the software team aims to replace the principal’s job with software or take
credit for success, this would limit the AI’s trustworthiness.
Preferences could misalign for other reasons. For example, humans and machines may face
different penalties for Type I and II errors. A judge who wrongly acquits a murderer may face different punishment than the software executives whose algorithm guided the judge’s decision. The
same is true for wrongful convictions. Humans and and software owners may additionally have
asymmetric ability to evade responsibility for these mistakes, again leading to differing interests
and coarsened communication.
AI and human clients’ interests may additionally diverge is if the AI vendor serves multiple
clients simultaneously, including competitors. Alignment raises obvious industrial organization
and organizational economics questions about vertical integration and incomplete contracting
(Varian, 2018; Hadfield-Menell and Hadfield, 2018).
Several papers show that communication can improve if the sender can obtain a costly signal of
verification (Kartik et al., 2007; Kartik, 2009; Halac and Yared, 2016). However, most attempts at
“explainable AI” fail the “costly signal” criterion. The entire premise of explainable AI is to make
explanations cheap by automation at low marginal cost.
The models above suggests that trust in AI may increase if software businesses can credibly align
their interests with their clients’, for example by enabling formal or repetitional risk-sharing. An
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AI vendor’s instincts to avoid responsibility for clients’ failures is short-sighted; it shows clients
that AI firms can avoid the downside risk of mistakes and therefore cannot be trusted.
Just as importantly, this requires alignment to become common knowledge. Even of software/client
interests are aligned, this may not be obvious to rank-and-file human operators. These rank-andfile operators are often the people whose trust in AI is necessary for everyday business decisions
such as processing job or loan applications.
For these reasons, explanations and interpretability, at least as as currently imagined by computer scientists, may not be effective. We further discuss the merits of transparency, interpretability
and explanations as policy solutions to bias in Section 7.

5.5

Counterfactual Fairness

A recent strand of computer science research focuses on causal or counterfactual models for fairness (Kusner et al., 2017; Chiappa and Gillam, 2018; Spangher and Ustun, 2018). Kusner et al.
(2017) assess fairness in algorithms by asking the following question: If a candidate’s characteristics were counterfactually different, would an algorithm’s suggestions change? If the suggestions
would change in response to sensitive variables changing, this is interpreted as unfair.59
An attractive property of this concept is that a regulator can look at the code and weights of
a scoring algorithm to assess whether changing candidate characteristics (gender, race, age, etc )
would result in counterfactually different decisions. However, this counterfactual approach may
be easy to evade, for example by leaving sensitive variables out of the model altogether. This
would create the appearance of no effects. However, because many variables in large, modern
datasets are correlated with the sensitive ones the algorithm may nonetheless utilize demographic
categories (see Section 7.1). Counterfactual fairness as proposed above is a form of input regulation,
a type of regulation with strengths and weaknesses we discuss more generally in Section 7.
The above notion of “counterfactual fairness” critiques algorithms by characterizing changes
that would counterfactually affect an algorithm’s decision. Some researchers go beyond this,
claiming that algorithms should be designed from first principles to model the causal effects of
worker characteristics on real-world productivity.60 In this literature, firms should set a target
productivity variable to maximize, and select applicants who have been treated with worker-level
interventions that causally impact their productivity. For example, programming classes could
causally impact a worker’s ability to write software, but altering a worker’s skin tones should not.
This approach would seem compatible with empirical economics. Counterfactual and causal inference approaches are central parts of econometrics. However, there are several differences with
econometrics’ perspective on counterfactuals. Bias against women and minorities is a clear motivating factor for algorithmic fairness. The role of fixed, unalterable personal characteristics (such
as demographic variables) in the Rubin causal model underlying econometrics is unclear (Greiner
and Rubin, 2011). “No causation without manipulation” is a mantra in this approach (Holland,
1986). The Rubin causal model that underlies causal inference focuses on measuring effects of ma59 A

related paper by Chiappa and Gillam (2018) pursues a similar approach. Spangher and Ustun (2018) expands the
scope of excluded variables to “non-actionable” variables – any that a person cannot choose to change.
60 Kusner et al. (2017) write, “Fairness should be regulated by explicitly modeling the causal structure of the world.”
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nipulating the world. Variables such as a worker’s education could in theory be manipulated (for
example, by school admission lotteries that randomize access to education). However, it is unclear
whether and how somewhat fixed demographic features can be experimentally manipulated, or
what this would mean.
For example, altering appearances early in life may cause workers to become less productive if
the changes causes the subject to face discrimination in education (for example, in Arrow’s 1973
“self-fulfilling prophecies” in Section 2.2).61
Even for variables that can be manipulated, using these variables raise separate fairness issues.
Suppose that high quality causal inference studies demonstrate that education causally increases
worker performance. The counterfactual fairness approach suggest that education is therefore a
legitimate variable to use in screening. However, this does not entirely eliminate fairness concerns. Education causes productivity increases, education itself is not equally accessible across
demographic groups.
Modeling the causal the structure of the world, even for variables that can be manipulated, is
impractical for most applied settings. Causal models require clean sources of exogenous variation
in the form of experiments, random shocks or interventions (deliberate or natural). Such randomization is rare, and lack of clean identifying variation frustrates many important research subjects,
for example in macroeconomics (Nakamura and Steinsson, 2018).
Finally, the Spence (1973) model of costly signaling suggests a productive role for costly variables
for signaling reasons only. Van Halen’s fussy M&Ms do not cause the staff at concert venues to
become effective. Instead, they signaled which workers read Van Halen’s elaborate instructions.
Similarly, many forms of education may not cause workers to become more productive. They may
instead signal or credentialize abilities workers possess. Such variables are useful for decisionmaking, but would be excluded from the counterfactual approaches noted above. The implications
of costly signaling for algorithms is discussed in more detail Section 4.1.
Counterfactual thinking can be applied to evaluating fairness in other ways, which we discuss
in Section 7.3. Defined above, “counterfactual fairness” is about worker-level characteristics.62
Rather than focusing on the effects of changing counterfactual individual characteristics of a person,
Section 7.3 focuses on the effects of counterfactually changing selection processes, leaving personal
characteristics fixed.

6

Correction of Human Bias by Algorithms

Despite ample concern, there are many reasons to believe that algorithms – including simple algorithms, naively trained from observational data – may correct or reduce human biases. We begin
with an overview of the empirical evidence. We then review some theoretical reasons why these
may be the case, particularly for applications experiencing growth in interest for this technology.
61 Kohler-Hausmann (2018) critiques approaches to detecting racial discrimination based on counterfactually manipulating individuals’ fixed characteristics.
62 Causal coefficients about these characteristics are useful for comparing someone to his/her counterfactual self (without a treatment). They are not necessarily well-suited for comparisons between people with different fixed characteristics.
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Then we discuss why there is so much alarm about algorithmic bias despite these results, and why
some researchers feel that human comparisons are inappropriate.

6.1

Empirical Evidence Comparing Algorithmic and Human Bias

Several empirical economics papers suggest that algorithms decrease bias compared to human
decision-makers. There are few such evaluations, but those we have conclude that algorithms
reduce relative bias (Kleinberg et al., 2017; Cowgill, 2017; Dobbie et al., 2018a). As we describe
in Section 7.3, these comparisons to human judgment (or pre-existing algorithms) are useful for
policymakers and practitioners to evaluate bias.
Cowgill (2017) contains a field experiment in overriding human discretion with algorithmic
judgment about employers’ decisions about whom to interview. The experiment follows candidates into productivity realizations in their next jobs. Although the algorithm was trained on
historical data, it increased hiring for several historically underrepresented groups at the firm.
Similarly, Kleinberg et al. (2017) develop an algorithm for predicting recidivism. To compare
their algorithms’ performance against human judges, they construct a simulation by exploiting
the random assignment of judges to cases. The simulation models judges perfectly complying
with the algorithm’s guidance.
Although the counterfactual is simulated, their results suggest positive real effects on final outcomes, including prison sentences, crime and recidivism. Their simulations suggest large welfare
gains from reduced crime (up to 24.8%) with no change in incarceration rates. The authors suggest prison populations can be reduced by 42% with no increase in crime rates. The authors also
show that “the algorithm is a force for racial equity,” allowing judges to incarcerate 40.8% fewer
minorities without increasing the crime rate.
Dobbie et al. (2018a) use a similar strategy to measure bias in lending by using random variation
in the assignment of loan examiners to applicants. The authors find significant bias against both
immigrant and older loan applicants. Using simulations similar to Kleinberg et al. (2017), they find
that a decision rule using machine learning can simultaneously eliminate bias and increase profits.
Fuster et al. (2017) examine the effects of better statistical technology on lending using a structural model of both loan rates as well as decisions on loan applications in equilibrium. The authors
find that the machine learning models are more effective at predicting default, and extend credit
to a slightly larger fraction of mortgage borrowers. This slightly reduces cross-group dispersion
in positive decisions on loan applications. However, they also find increases in the differences
in interest rates across groups, particularly by widening the interest rate gap between white and
non-white borrowers. These may be driven by actual differences in the underlying probabilities of
default and thus not the result of bias by the models. However, these differences may be troubling
for other reasons.
The above papers examine algorithmic biases vs human bias, or against simpler algorithms.
A related set of papers studies the effect of human judgement-guided, rather than replaced, by
algorithms.63 Stevenson (2017) examines how judges are influenced by algorithmic guidance in
63

Cowgill (2017) contains some additional results about human screeners’ willingness to defer to algorithms, and
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pretrial release decisions. Using sharp pre/post variation around 2011, when algorithmic scoring
in Kentucky became mandatory, she finds that the Kentucky results “should ease (but not eliminate) concerns that risk assessment tools will exacerbate racial disparities.” However, the findings
also suggest the guidance barely changed anything else. Most judges overruled the algorithmic
guidance, and only small changes in average pretrial release outcomes were detected towards the
beginning of adoption. Failures-to-appear and pretrial crime increased as well, but only by small
amounts. These changes eroded over time as judges returned to their earlier habits. By contrast
with the results from Kleinberg et al. (2017), based on simulations of fully replacing discretion with
algorithms, these results suggest a role for limiting judicial discretion.
These papers complement a pre-existing literature on simpler forms of algorithmic selection such
as job testing. Autor and Scarborough (2008) finds productivity increases from the introduction of
job testing, but no effects on minority hiring. Hoffman et al. (2016) finds similar results from
limiting discretion.

6.2

Theoretical Reasons Algorithms could Reduce Bias

This paper has covered several theoretical reasons why the use of algorithms may reduce human
biases: Stereotypes, noise, settings where various issues don’t appear, and inputting more refined
variables that reduce the coarseness of the analysis.
Interest in machine learning is growing not only because of technological progress in IT, but
also because of novel demands on decision-making. Agrawal et al. (2017) discuss at length the
microeconomic effects of improved prediction. The arrival of the Internet dramatically changed
job search by decreasing barriers to applying, resulting in employers overwhelmed by the quantity
of job applications (Oyer and Schaefer, 2011).
Such trends create demand for lower-cost, more scalable decision-making. Importantly for bias
researchers, if machine learning is not adopted, decisions will made by human decision-makers
who simply lack the time to invest in researching each case.
Scholars studying hiring find recruiters spend 16 seconds or less on each résumé (Bartoš et al.,
2016; Lahey and Oxley, 2018).64 Scholars have documented bail judges spending on between two
and three minutes average per case.65
Psychology and behavioral economics research has highlighted that settings where there is limited attention are where humans are most likely to resort to shortcuts and heuristics, some of which
(stereotypes) may have adverse consequences along fairness lines (Bartoš et al., 2016). Gender difalso finds that human screeners are highly deferential to the algorithms’ recommendations. When the algorithms’
conclusions are hidden from human screeners, the screeners reject approximately 30% of machine-approved candidates.
However, when they are told which candidates were approved by the machine learning algorithm, nearly all of the
machine-backed candidates are approved.
64 Lahey and Oxley (2018) note, “This is slightly higher than, but comparable with, the estimate of 15 seconds often
given by human resource professionals when asked (Lahey, 2008).”
65 Stevenson (2018) writes, “While there is no systematic survey of the length of bail hearing, they are reported to be
very short in many jurisdictions: three minutes long in North Dakota (VandeWalle, 2013), less than two minutes in Cook
County (Staff, 2016) and only a couple minutes long in Harris County (Heaton et al., 2017).” Austin (2014) and Cowgill
(2018a) also measure between two and three minutes in Broward County, Florida, the setting of the COMPAS dataset
used in many algorithmic bias computer science papers. Dobbie et al. (2018b) also report two to three minutes.
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ferences in hiring appear strong in the earlier stages of screening (featuring high-volume and low
attention) rather than in later stages after candidates are narrowed to a short list (Botelho and
Abraham, 2017).
Famous social psychology papers about “the illusion of transparency” suggest most people overestimate how well their own behavior is understood by other people (Gilovich et al., 1998).

6.3

Politics and Law of Algorithmic Bias

The optimistic results above are not inevitable. They depend on parameter values in the environment, institutional settings and other details. However, theoretical and empirical evidence from
several perspectives and settings suggests optimism about this technology for reducing bias.
Nonetheless, a new movement critiques machine learning applications in business and government decision-making on fairness grounds. The movement is fueled by the belief that decisionmakers are rushing to adopt algorithmic systems before considering the social consequences. These
critics claim that automating decisions using analytics, code and training data creates a false veneer
of science and objectivity. O’Neil (2017) reminds readers, “Algorithms are opinions embedded in
code.”
The optimistic evidence described above – a product of formal theory and high-quality empirics using causal inference methods – is more than a veneer. Nonetheless, this quote contains an
element of truth. In Section 2, we discuss the subjectivity of the “objective” functions used to inform or to evaluate decision-making. In addition, algorithmic tools are marketed by businesses
facing less intellectual accountability than peer-reviewed academics and their controlled experiments. “You can’t lie with math,” wrote physicist Sabine Hossenfelder (2018). “But it greatly aids
obfuscation.”
Over-deference to quantification may also apply to critiques of algorithms. The aforementioned
ProPublica article contained quantitative analysis containing barplots, logistic regressions, survival plots and statistical significance stars. ProPublica’s report was initially widely accepted by
both the public and academics; the results are still used to motivate computer science papers about
fairness. However, later analysis of ProPublica’s data by independent academic researchers has
called the original conclusions into question (Doleac and Stevenson, 2016; Kleinberg et al., 2016;
Flores et al., 2016; Chouldechova, 2017). As we discuss in Section 7, a 2018 Reuters story alleging bias in Amazon’s hiring algorithm contained similar appeals based on numerical argument,
and was similarly broadly embraced in policy discussion despite weaker claims than ProPublica.
Hossenfelder’s argument about obfuscation also applies to critiques of algorithms.
Over-deference to numbers may be particularly bad for algorithms. The code and weights of
an algorithm can be inspected in ways that human decisions cannot. Recall from Section 2 how
difficult Becker tests on marginal candidates are in non-algorithmic settings. In addition, machine learning applications are held to higher standards for bias under U.S. law than humans. In
Wal-Mart vs Dukes, a 2011 US Supreme Court case, 1.6 million female workers sued Wal-Mart for
gender discrimination in pay and promotion. Although the case had nothing directly to do with
algorithms, the Court’s decision created higher liability standards for machine vs. human biases,
even though each has the same practical effects.
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The Court ruled in Wal-Mart’s favor, arguing that Wal-Mart’s personnel policies were delegated
to branch managers who enjoyed substantial discretion (Dessein, 2002).66 As a result, plaintiffs
were not subject to a common injustice necessary to certify a class action lawsuit.
Through the lens of Dukes (and related laws and precedents), machine learning may be conceived
of as a form of organizational centralization (Alonso et al., 2008) that increases an organization’s
vulnerability to class action lawsuits. In settings ranging from employment to insurance claims,
legal scholars and practitioners have cited Dukes as a reason not to deploy machine learning, irrespective of the quality of machine decisions (or their impact on vulnerable groups).67
As Justice Scalia wrote in his opinion for the Court in Dukes, “The whole point of permitting
discretionary decision-making is to avoid evaluating employees under a common standard.” To
fairness advocates, “common standards” are a positive feature, arguably the entire goal of their
movement. However, the Court effectively punished firms for creating common standards and
implicitly allowed greater legal protection to bias – so long as it arises from human discretion.
The Court’s decision weaponized the decentralized biases of human managers, enabling them
to continue influencing business decisions throughout the economy, while creating additional liability for using machine learning systems.
The Dukes decision has been criticized for making class certification difficult without prohibitive
amounts of discovery (Weinstein, 2011). Discovery for the 1.6 million plaintiffs against Wal-Mart’s
decentralized human system would be costly even if forthcoming and reliable records were kept.
By contrast, an algorithm would be much easier to investigate through electronic discovery.
Similar issues have arisen in the student adoption of electronic medical records (“EMRs”). If
EMRs improve quality of care, then they lower the likelihood of malpractice claims (Studdert et
al., 2006). However, EMRs may increase the legal discoverability of details of patient care. These
details offer doctors legal defenses if care was correct (Miller and Glusko, 2003). EMRs can serve
as a “smoking gun” (or presented as a smoking gun) in situations of uncertainty (Korin and Quattrone, 2007) and subject hospitals to invasive searches and/or lawsuits, even if care were properly administered. According to the industry press, “lawyers smell blood in in electronic medical
records” (Mearian, 2015).
The data about about EMR adoption suggests that EMR adoption actually decreases or has no effect on malpractice claims (Quinn et al., 2012; Virapongse et al., 2008; Victoroff et al., 2013). Healthcare IT adoption also reduces malpractice resolution times (Ransbotham et al., 2019) which are
costly for patients and providers and reduces the number, severity, and disposition time of claims,
while having no effect on the amounts paid (Ransbotham and Overby, 2010).
66 Writing

for the majority, Justice Antonin Scalia claimed that “On its face, [Wal-Mart’s decentralization policy] is
just the opposite of a uniform employment practice that would provide the commonality needed for a class action. It
is a policy against having uniform employment practices.” For the women suing Wal-Mart, Scalia wrote there is no
“common answer to the crucial question why was I disfavored?”
67 As Crews (2018) wrote, “The implication of Dukes is that policies that are more centralized, and applied uniformly,
enhance the likelihood a class will be certified.” “Algorithmic hiring” resembles similar legal cases in which employers
administer a standardized test – itself a crude form of an algorithm – to applicants. These classes are typically certified.
Empirical studies by Autor and Scarborough (2008) and Hoffman et al. (2016) suggest that these tests reduce bias against
minorities and lead to more productive workers. Crews (2018) continued, “This suggests that a Big Data algorithm,
applied uniformly and consistently throughout an employer’s workforce, potentially provides the ‘glue’ [for class action
lawsuits] missing from Dukes.”
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Nonetheless, “discoverability” and “smoking gun” fears have already deterred EMR adoption.
Miller and Tucker (2012) examined the impact of state rules facilitating the use of electronic records
in court, concluding that hospitals are one-third less likely to adopt EMRs after these rules are enacted. Similar issues affect the regulation of algorithmic bias: Greater measurability and litagability of alleged bias may deter adoption of technology despite its overwhelming potential to reduce
overall bias.

6.4

Benchmarking vs Human Judgment

Given the counterfactual orientation of most economists, comparisons to human decision-making
come naturally. If decisions are not made by algorithms, they will be made by someone else. With
this in mind, it is obvious to many economists to compare which method minimizes bias.
Whatever the shortcomings of a particular algorithm, a rushed and “predictably irrational” human judge in the status quo could perform in a more biased manner and, in addition, fail to explain their decisions. Nonetheless, the very premise of comparisons to human bias is controversial
among some researchers and policy advocates. These critics interpret human comparisons to encourage AI engineers to narrowly improve the status quo, stop prematurely, be congratulated for
that achievement and fail to undertake additional fairness improvements. A typical response from
this perspective is, “instead of just focusing on the least-terrible existing option, it is more valuable
to ask how we can create better, less biased decision-making tools[.]”68
Our reading of the economics of AI suggests this is unlikely. In some settings, firms’ economic
incentives are well-aligned with reducing bias. Reducing bias would improve selection of productive workers, protect the firm from lawsuits and possibly net some public relations benefits from
employing a more diverse workforce. As we outline in Section 4, many of the impediments for reducing bias are human cognitive shortcomings in statistical reasoning, which is something which
algorithms are a complementary technology for.
Implementing machine learning involves large fixed costs of capital, labor and complementary
organizational practices. Once these fixed costs have been paid on Version 1.0 of an algorithm,
costs of improvements lower. The size of these fixed costs alone demand non-trivial improvements
from Version 1.0. In addition, fixed costs paid to reach Version 1.0 can be leveraged repeatedly in
upgrades to address fairness and bias. This makes it more likely that firms would take advantage
of lower upgrading costs that may reduce bias and productivity even further.
Premature stoppage is most tempting before the large fixed cost of digitization are paid, not afterwards. Firms already face many non-digital ways to “narrowly improve the status quo, then
stop prematurely and be congratulated,” for example, diversity training programs that may have
little impact. Remaining pre-digital is particularly tempting for employers because firms can more
easily evade detection when hiring policies are not codified. As discussed in Section 6.3, public
policy such as Dukes scrutinizes machine bias more severely.
There is little research about reactions to algorithmic fairness rhetoric, or about whether critics
of advocates of algorithms benefit more from the halo of numeracy. The little research we have
suggests the public is predisposed towards algorithmic fairness rhetoric. Pew Research Center’s
68

https://www.fast.ai/2018/08/07/hbr-bias-algorithms/, discussing Miller (2018).
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2017 Automation in Every Day Life survey of four thousand Americans included several questions
about hiring algorithms. Approximately 70% of respondents reported being worried about these
applications, with only 3% expressing enthusiasm.69 73% reported that hiring algorithms would
be bad or neutral for diversity. A survey of American public opinion by Zhang and Dafoe (2019)
found similar skepticism about AI, particularly about bias in hiring and criminal justice. Whatever the merits of the public’s views, the Pew findings and other evidence betrays the animating
narrative of the algorithmic fairness movement (“rush to adoption without considering the social
consequences.”)
The 2018 outrage around Amazon’s purportedly biased hiring algorithm also suggests the public
is willing to believe stories about biased algorithms despite dubious numeracy. As we argue in
Section 7 below, Amazon executives became concerned for misleading reasons. Amazon canceled
the program altogether rather than fix the algorithm to “create better, less biased decision-making
tools.”
The fairness rhetoric intended to encourage thoughtfulness about the social content of machine
learning caused Amazon to abandon its application of machine learning altogether, rather than
leverage the technology’s documented potential to reduce bias. Amazon reportedly resumed using
human screeners, which many empirical studies across disciplines have show are biased.

7

Policy Implications

Regulation could play a useful role in thwarting algorithmic bias. The encouraging empirical
analysis we have discussed so far are not inevitable. They depend on practical implementation
decisions and parameter values of the environment that could differ in other settings. It would be
foolish to claim that all algorithms improve fairness; surely someone could write a terrible one.
In this section, we examine policy proposals through the lens of economics and make suggestions of our own. Two particular themes reappear multiple times in our discussion.
The first theme comes from the economics of crime. Citizens can respond to policing either
by increasing compliance, or by increasing efforts to evade detection. Even completely innocent
parties may prefer not to facilitate inspection by police or regulators, who are capable of falsepositive errors against the innocent.
Evading detection is particularly relevant to algorithmic bias. Human decision-making resists
audits and electronic discovery. For reasons discussed in Section 6, using algorithms for decisionmaking increases the measurability of bias – both actual measurability as well as perceived.70
Firms who want to evade inspections of bias possess a powerful tool: Let the humans decide.
Algorithms may frequently reduce bias, but make the remaining bias more visible, more inspectable and easier to target. Policies that do not grapple with this will fail to reduce unfairness,
and will instead compel firms to hide bias behind less transparent processes. There, it will be
harder for everyone to inspect and correct (both regulators and the firm itself). These policies may
69 Americans’

attitudes toward hiring algorithms, http://www.pewinternet.org/2017/10/04/americans-attitudestoward-hiring-algorithms/, accessed November 11, 2018.
70 Kleinberg et al. (2019) arrive at a similar perspective independently.
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actually increase bias, even if the intent was to reduce it. Punishing algorithmic bias disproportionately to human bias reminds us of Kaplan’s 1964’s “streetlight effect,” in which a man loses his
keys in a park, but searches only near a streetlight because that’s where the light is. Digital systems
are where fairness is most easily measurable, not necessarily where it is most lacking.
The second theme comes from environmental economics. In environmental regulation, product
and labor (and related fields), economists prefer to regulate firms’ outputs rather than directly
regulate technology. Environmental solutions such as carbon taxes, cap-and-trade and vehicle
emission standards are forms of “output regulation.” “Output regulation” is the policy equivalent
of bosses telling workers, “Work however you’d like, as long as you finish your work on time.”
By contrast, environmental “input regulations” (sometimes called “command and control” regulations) require firms to adopt specific technologies. As one textbook summarizes, “The simplest
kind of regulation is to just tell people what to do.”
By contrast, outcome regulation features less direct instruction, and allows firms decide how to
comply with output requirements most efficiently given their circumstances. Without this flexibility, many firms claim they have special circumstances and therefore lobby for exceptions and
loopholes that complicate the rules.
Command-and-control policies raise the possibility of firms complying with the letter of regulatory requirements while failing to make a difference. Output regulation allows direct contracting
on the variables regulations are meant to change, and outsources the details of compliance to the
private sector. This creates incentives for entrepreneurs to invest in technology for meeting standards. These investments may create technology that enables firms to go beyond the limits set by
the government. With command and control, there are no incentives for an individual firm to ever
go beyond what the government has asked.
The most popular ideas for regulating algorithms are input regulations. Asking firms to remove sensitive variables from algorithms altogether is a form of input regulation. Calls for “transparency” or interpretation of coefficients are also forms of input regulation.
Discrimination policy for algorithms could instead focus on outputs. There is already regulation
of bias in many countries. While these regulations do not always follow economists’ emphasis on
marginal candidates, they are frequently outcome-based in other ways. As discussed in Section
2.4, “input regulation” of human decision processes is inherently difficult (although some policymakers try). Ludwig et al. (2018) formalizes output regulation, and traces how the incentives
created by output regulation affect the downstream choices of machine learning engineers.
Although most economists do not advocate for government regulation of inputs, analyzing inputs is practically useful. Inspecting inputs is a useful diagnostic; they may help a single company
– or an industry – develop best practices and innovations. Recall from Section 2 that the Becker
test (and other pure outcome tests) are not constructive – they don’t provide instructions to how
to create good outcomes, only how to test for them. Innovations about the inputs and internal
architecture of algorithms provide useful guidance about passing these tests. Researchers should
continue developing new algorithms based on inputs and architecture improvements. The argument here is simply that government regulations should focus on outputs.
Lastly, as we mention in the introduction, the profit motive is aligned with reducing bias. Profit-
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oriented firms should be naturally cooperative with reducing bias. The benefits of de-biasing can
be at least partially privatized, which makes a sustainable, for-profit marketplace possible, particularly in the presence of outcome regulations that preserve incentives for production and innovation
in bias-reducing technology.
As we discuss policy, a useful analogy may be the molecular structure of pharmaceuticals. Opening an “FDA for Algorithms” is a commonly-suggested policy solution for algorithmic fairness
(Tutt, 2016). Even if pharmaceutical companies were forced to disclose molecular structures to patients, it is not clear that it would be helpful. What is important for understanding the efficacy of
a drug is concrete data on how the drug interacts with its human environment. The FDA evaluates this using randomized controlled trials, which is the approach we explore for algorithms. For
many popular drugs, the exact molecular mechanisms are still unknown (Lewis, 2016). “Explanations” of the mechanism of the drugs are lacking, even to pharmaceutical researchers. Discovering
the mechanism for these drug is, in fact, a proposed application of machine learning (Keiser et al.,
2009). Nonetheless, the FDA has gained confidence in the drugs through experimental trials.

7.1

Regulating Inputs and Algorithm Architecture

Most policies aimed at correcting algorithmic bias effectively regulates inputs, including regulation
around the underlying training data and how particular variables are used.
Including/Excluding “Sensitive” Variables As we discussed in Section 2.4, directly regulating
the content of preferences or statistical reasoning is often infeasible for human bias. No regulator
could tell a human recruiter, “Pretend you cannot see this variable and that you do not care about
it.” By contrast, regulating the input variables in computer algorithms is both technologically
possible, and has political and legal support.
Statistical discrimination theory shows how this form of direct regulation may be ineffective,
even when technologically feasible. If regulators could force decision-makers to ignore demographic labels, decision-makers could shift weights to other variables correlated with group membership. The shift may not affect the demographic composition of hires, only superficial appearances about how decisions were arrived.
Agan and Starr (2017) provides field experimental evidence of how statistical discriminators
shift in response to omitting variables. Their evidence comes from “ban the box” policies forbidding employers from using criminal histories variables in hiring decisions. The authors show that
employers responded to the ban by discriminating on other variables that were correlated with
criminal history – including race. Removing information about the presence or absence of criminal history made hiring more race-sensitive.
Similar phenomena could arise from forbidding sensitive variables in algorithms. Miller and
Tucker (2017) show examples of algorithms attempting to infer ethnic affinity based on affection
for cultural products. However, the authors show these algorithms ultimately conflate income
with ethnic affinity because income is also correlated with tastes for these products.
Permitting demographic variables in algorithms may be particularly useful in settings such as
health applications, where the effectiveness of medications could vary across groups. As a practical
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matter, even accurate statistical discrimination on the basis of protected demographic variables is
illegal, although it may be difficult for regulators to detect and police.71
Pope and Sydnor (2011) suggest a method for using sensitive variables in algorithms. The authors suggest using demographic variables, but only in the statistical learning process that uses the
historical record. For decision-making about new candidates, these variables would be held constant or excluded. The intuition behind the idea is that many useful non-sensitive characteristics
of workers – for example education levels – may be correlated with demographic variables that
are unacceptable to use. Including these “socially unacceptable predictors” in statistical learning
therefore helps ensure that the coefficients attached to acceptable predictors are accurate (and do
not reflect correlations with demographic variables).
Excluding these variables creates classic omitted variable bias that affects the weight placed on
other, seemingly benign variables. If “years of education” is correlated with a demographic variable, then excluding that demographic variable from predictions changes the weight placed on
education. The weight on education will now reflect the predictive content both of education as
well demographics.
While the authors suggest including demographic variables in statistical learning, they suggest
excluding them from decision-making about new candidates. This would proceed by holding sensitive variables constant across all scored individuals and instead using only the acceptable variables
(with the coefficients derived from the learning process above). Yang and Dobbie (2018) incorporate these and related ideas into a legal framework.

7.2

Transparency

Transparency is a popular policy response. Many requests for transparency require developers to
publish an algorithm’s functional form, input variables and numeric weights. The most frequent
goal is to attempt human interpretation of coefficients. This is so common and such a bad idea,
that we have a separate section about it next. As we elaborate upon shortly, transparency through
interpreting coefficients can yield highly misleading conclusions.
Even without interpreting coefficients, bias issues in algorithms may not be detectable from code
and numeric weights. In many settings we have discussed, the effects of algorithmic selections
depend on how they interact with external factors such as a set of outside offers, pre-existing
practices or competition from other providers.
Lambrecht and Tucker (2016), discussed in Section 3.5, show that gender-neutral ad campaigns
for science jobs reach fewer women. This appeared at first to be algorithmic bias coming from
biased historical data, but the true culprit turned out to be the high demand for advertising to
women. This makes the price of reaching women with any message – STEM jobs or otherwise –
more expensive. This source of the distinction would be unclear from examining the algorithm’s
71 As Agan and Starr (2017) summarize, “Disparate treatment based on race violates employment discrimination laws,
whether it is based on accurate statistical generalizations or on inaccurate stereotypes. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, which prohibits race and sex discrimination in employment, does not permit otherwise-illegal treatment be
based on group generalizations, even if they are empirically supported. For example, in City of Los Angeles Dept of
Water and Power v. Manhart, 435 U.S. 702 (1978), the Supreme Court held that an employer could not rely, in designing
pension benefits, on the actuarial prediction that women live longer.”
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code, which simply sought to minimize costs to the advertiser.
Algorithmic transparency has other downsides that have arisen in other economic settings.
Transparency helps competitors tacitly collude (Albæk et al., 1997; Luco, 2018; Thomas et al., 2018).
Some economists suggests that machine-learning algorithms may achieve collusion more easily
than humans even without the advantage of transparency because of the machines’ faster ability to
learn through trial and error (Ezrachi and Stucke, 2016; Calvano et al., 2018).
Legally-mandated transparency is particularly useful for collusion. Competitor firms may perceive voluntary disclosures by rivals as manipulative “cheap talk” whose intent is to mislead
(Baliga and Morris, 2002). By contrast, legally-mandated transparency compels truthful revelation. It could therefore offer a more credible focus for collusion.
Earlier results from the labor market (Cowgill, 2017) suggest a role for AI in increasing competition for workers. Allowing greater collusion may undo this. The level of concentration of the
US economy has become a concern of economists (De Loecker and Eeckhout, 2017). The collusion
argument against transparency may be substantially weaker for naturally monopolistic firms who
don’t face competition anyway.72
Transparency also has consequences for innovation. If innovations can be copied by competitors,
the incentives decline (Bhattacharya and Ritter, 1983). The intellectual property system is intended
to protect against such copying, but some firms find that secrecy offers better protection (Cohen
et al., 2000; Arundel, 2001). Insofar as machine learning is a productive area of private-sector
innovation, transparency may depress incentives.
Finally, transparency and explanations have security implications. The request for explanations
for AI decisions resemble cybersecurity debate about giving governments special privileges over
user data (“backdoor access”). In both cases, the government wants privileged methods to monitor
bad behavior in the form of access or “explanations” of decision-making algorithms.
But in both cases, transparency can compromise the security of the larger system. As discussed
in Section 4.1, if Van Halen disclosed the explanation for their M&Ms practice, it would allow staff
to evade the good practice Van Halen was seeking to encourage. Ederer et al. (2018) formally show
that deliberate opacity reduces gaming. A recent computer science paper shows that explanations
can be used to reconstruct the underlying model, thus enabling hacking (Milli et al., 2018b). The
robustness of a system has its own fairness issues, particularly if skill at manipulation is unevenly
distributed (Hu et al., 2018). Milli et al. (2018a) explore the tradeoffs between robustness to manipulation and fairness and other social welfare considerations. In the case of cybersecurity, computer
scientists have a strong negative consensus against backdoor access. Although transparency and
explanations also feature security risks, they appear to be more popular among computer scientists
at the current writing.
Interpreting Coefficients A common complaint about machine learning algorithms is their “black
box” nature. Statisticians have long known that outside of a few specific settings – for example,
well-identified regressions – the coefficients, weights and other internal properties of algorithms
72 Many

companies extensively using machine learning today are Internet platforms with strong network effects.
Some have described these as natural monopolies. Bajari et al. (2018) discussed returns to scale in data, and implications
for market power and concentration.
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do not have clear interpretations. Nonetheless, misguided researchers, policymakers and journalists attach meaning to the internal numeric weights of algorithms.
We begin with an example that is familiar example to economists. Fixed effects estimators require that one fixed effect be dropped. The choice of the omitted fixed effect affects the numeric
values and interpretations of all other fixed effects. This is typically not important for econometric
estimation. If fixed effects were used to score or rank job candidates, the choice of omitted variable
would not affect relative comparisons.
However, in the arms of lawyers or journalists opining about algorithmic discrimination, variables “receiving negative weight in an algorithm” have enormous, undeserved rhetorical heft.
Similar issues occur in non-fixed effect settings.73 Computer scientists typically do not think much
about this choice, and it is not clear it is a good use of their time. Either approach could lead to
the same ranking and distances between candidates. However, the optics of one versus the other
could matter in a policy debate or legal proceedings, and a company, regulator or journalist could
actually make the mistake of attributing significance to the approach taken.
In addition, a 2018 report from Reuters alleged Amazon built a machine learning application for
screening resumes that was biased against women.74 As evidence of bias, Reuters presented coefficient interpretations featuring the issues above. The Amazon hiring algorithm “[D]owngraded
graduates of two all-women’s colleges, according to people familiar with the matter.” The article
did not report how the algorithm scored other colleges, including the other 45 women’s colleges.75
Nearly all colleges (male, female and co-ed) may have been downgraded, depending on which
“college fixed effect” was omitted.
In addition, Amazon “penalized resumes that included the word women’s, as in womens chess
club captain.” Even if chess leadership were correlated with programming skill,76 , the question
for gender bias researchers is not whether “women’s chess captain” was penalized. It’s whether
“women’s chess captain” is penalized more than “men’s chess captain.”77
Reuters’ account shows Amazon’s executives interpreting numeric coefficients and making social interpretation in an unsound way. The Amazon episode highlights the trouble of regulation
through coefficient interpretation and other “input regulation.”
73 For example, an algorithm for scoring job candidates could proceed by giving every candidate a high initial score,
and subtracting points depending on qualification. In this framing, even strong candidates would lose some points.
Alternatively, an algorithm could start with a low score, and add points for qualification. Even weak candidates could
earn a few points for their accomplishments. Other approaches could start with a moderate score, and points could be
either added or subtracted.
74 “Amazon scraps secret AI recruiting tool that showed bias against women,” https://www.reuters.com/article/
us-amazon-com-jobs-automation-insight/amazon-scraps-secret-ai-recruiting-tool-that-showed-biasagainst-women-idUSKCN1MK08G.
75 According to Women’s College Coalition, an association of womens colleges and universities, there were 47 all-female
colleges in the United States and Canada in 2014 around the time of the development of Amazon’s application: https:
//www.womenscolleges.org/history, accessed Nov 14, 2018.
76 Research about chess players suggests chess skill is not as correlated with other analytic skills as intuition suggests.
Studies of chess players suggest that even among grand masters, chess skill is not easily portable to other domains; this
is true even in settings closely resembling chess (Palacios-Huerta and Volij, 2009; Levitt et al., 2011). Evidence on the
“portability of expertise” (Green et al., 2017) is limited more generally.
77 Arguably, both should be penalized compared to a the gender-neutral “chess captain,” which suggests leadership
over larger, gender-inclusive group.
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The allegations against Amazon contained no evidence of a productivity test of the algorithm’s
marginal male and female candidates (the test in Section 2). Nor did it contain any attempt to
compare outcomes under the resume-screening AI to an alternative. Even if the Amazon algorithm penalized women meaningfully, Amazon’s human screeners may have penalized women
applicants even more severely. After all, Amazon’s system was trained on historical human recruiter’s decisions. As we review in Section 6, empirical tests from several settings containing a
clean counterfactual comparison show an increase in diversity, including one in hiring (Cowgill,
2017).
Knowing details about an algorithm’s internal characteristics does not provide insights about the
difference between two selection regimes. This is formally derived in Cowgill (2018c) although the
intuition is simple. Suppose we implement an algorithm that evaluates job applicants to replace
human recruiters, and the model places a negative coefficient on being a woman. This may appear
to be a bad algorithm that discriminates against being female. But the algorithm could lead to
increased female hires, if it replaces human recruiters who are even more sexist and less persuasive
to change.
Cowgill (2017) contains a real-world empirical example of this: The resume screening algorithm
in the paper appeared to give negative weight to candidates from non-elite schools. However, the
candidates benefiting from the algorithm included disproportionately non-elite graduates. Human
evaluators assessed these credentials even more negatively.
The same effect works in the opposite direction. An algorithm that appears to help a certain
group (based on its numeric weights) might actually have a negative effect on that group. Suppose
an algorithm predicts a loan applicant’s probability of repaying a loan successfully, and places a
strong positive weight (directly or indirectly) on a particular minority demographic variable. If
loan officers (or the status quo regime) place higher weight on this attribute, the introduction of the
algorithm may reduce minority lending despite the positive weight.
Weights and other internal characteristics are simply irrelevant for measuring the impact of an algorithm against an alternative. These examples demonstrate how transparency and interpretability provide misleading intuition about the effects of an algorithm. The Amazon story exemplifies
how the numeracy bias is used against algorithms in ways it can’t be used against human recruiters.
What “penalty” did Amazon’s human recruiters attach to women’s colleges? What negative numerical weight did they attached in their calculations? We may never know because the human
formula was not codified, probably deliberately as a result of Dukes and similar policies (Section
6).
Reuters’ Amazon story was based on internal leaks. Amazon provided no comment. There may
have been more to the story than published. Nonetheless, the media and the algorithmic fairness
community largely embraced the sexism interpretation. To our knowledge, this essay contains the
only publicly expressed skepticism about Reuters’ interpretation of Amazon’s hiring algorithm.
Amazon embodies the scenario where algorithms have their best chance against the numeracy
bias of algorithmic fairness rhetoric. Amazon is a wealthy company with world-class expertise in
machine learning. It is is precisely the type of company that should be able to mount an effective
defense. Amazon nonetheless canceled the program – a decision that may have been rational if the
company anticipated future lawsuits and/or bad press from a less technical audience that would
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not understand the technical issues above.

7.3

Experiments

“Disparate impact” is a major branch of U.S. anti-discrimination law. “Impact” is explicitly causal
language that implies a comparison between counterfactual strategies. However, regulations about
discrimination do not require any counterfactual comparisons. Major government policies about
bias explicitly state that no experiment or counterfactual evaluations are necessary.78
Policy is instead focused discovering bias through yes-or-no tests. There are several reasons
that firms and policymakers should concern themselves with reducing bias below current levels,
expecting that some remaining bias may fail yes-or-no tests. Policies aimed at reducing bias would
require measurements comparing the relative bias of two strategies, rather than yes-or-no tests.
As discussed in Section 2.4, comparative tests are useful in part because firms who fail tests
for discrimination need to learn a specific new strategy to improve. If statistical discrimination is
perfectly accurate (as suggested by neoclassical models), then firms guilty of taste-based discrimination already know how to comply with policy. Once a government punishment offsets their
tastes, they will know exactly whom to hire to comply efficiently.
Alternatively if firms are imperfect statistical predictors, then firms’ responses to policy are unclear. The behavioral economics literature referenced in Section 2.2 show many settings where
humans are indeed inaccurate, biased predictors. Even computer scientists cannot guarantee unbiased predictions in many practical settings in which high-quality training data is unavailable.
“Fairness in machine learning” is an active research in topic computer science because of these
tensions. Formal proofs in Cowgill (2018c) and Friedler et al. (2016) suggest that an absolute removal in bias is exceedingly unlikely using real-world datasets. As computer scientist Arvind
Narayanan (2018a; 2018b) writes, “Bias in machine learning is the rule, not the exception.” It is
unclear how human cognition avoids the problems above – the behavioral economics literature
contains ample evidence suggesting humans are not unbiased statistical predictors.
As a result, all firms’ choices of strategies may fail yes-or-no tests of bias. The practical question is
which contains the least bias and the most acceptable combination of unfairness. It is in this context
that field experiments and machine learning may show the most promise: Not for eliminating bias,
but for reducing it.
“Datasets of convenience” are used in many machine learning applications because of their ease
of acquisition at the expense of representativeness, unbiasedness and other desirable features.
They are an often-cited reason for algorithmic bias. However, perfectly representative data may
be practically impossible to acquire, even at great expense. A fruitful area of research may be to
better understand when and how historical samples can be used productively, even if they exhibit
non-zero bias (Section 5.3 reviews early research in this area). The theoretical and field experimental results in Cowgill (2018c, 2017) suggests that even very simple methods may work well at
reducing bias.
78

The Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures, a set of federal procedures for enforcing the employment
discrimination sections of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, state in Section 14B “These guidelines do not require a user to hire
or promote persons for the purpose of making it possible to conduct a criterion-related study.”
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Counterfactuals through Experimental Manipulation Although causal inference methods are
widely used in other disciplines (including most experimental sciences), few empirical computer
science papers have used these methods to examine algorithmic bias and fairness. Many of the
decisions influenced by machine learning in hiring, admissions, lending and/or criminal justice
may have enormous consequences, and are therefore taboo as the topic of experiments. Oyer
and Schaefer’s 2011 review of employment research notes that field experiments in hiring are rare,
asking “What manager, after all, would allow an academic economist to experiment with the firm’s
screening, interviewing or hiring decisions?”
Beyond taboos, such experiments may raise ethical problems for researchers. Experimenting in
decisions such as hiring, lending and/or criminal justice presents distinct ethical issues from those
in medical trials, where the ethics literature is more established.79 These are beyond the scope of
this article, but deserve further attention. Some ethical considerations may be mitigated through
careful experimental design.80 Researchers can evaluate algorithms using “nudges,” or interventions that allow non-compliance by the subjects.81 As with medical trials, failing to rigorously test
potential solutions to problems through experimentation is itself an ethical issue (Hellman and
Hellman, 1991; Darrow et al., 2015).
Because of these issues, many researchers lack tools and intuition for measuring the causal effects
of new algorithms. Opening a “FDA for Algorithms” is a commonly-suggested policy solution
for algorithmic fairness (Tutt, 2016). Randomized controlled trials are a key component of FDA
regulation, but few commentators have specified how this aspect of pharma policy would apply
to algorithms. A full discussion of experimental design is beyond the scope of this essay, but
Cowgill (2018b) contains a practical guide to designing and executing field experiments motivated
at identifying bias in machine learning.
Experiments (and other causal-inference strategies) are inherently counterfactual in nature. However, our approach differs from other discussions of “counterfactuals” in the computer science literaturea about fairness (discussed in Section 5.5). Rather than focusing on the effects of changing
individual characteristics of a person counterfactually, the experiments we have in mind focus on the
effects of counterfactually changing selection processes, leaving personal characteristics fixed. The
evaluation proceeds by measuring how the characteristics and performance outcomes of selected
and rejected candidates change in response to changes in screening criteria.
This approach has the advantage of permitting real-world empirical verification of the models.
Researchers can setup trials – field experiments and A/B tests – to test the policy by modifying
79 In

medicine, experimentation may help improve outcomes for future patients who are identical to today’s research
subjects. However, experimentation in hiring could discover that some of today’s workers should not have been hired,
thus making some subjects worse off. This may be justifiable if others workers are better off and/or if hiring is overall
more efficient or equitable. Nardini (2014) reviews related ethical issues in clinical trials in medicine. Mislavsky et al.
(2018) discuss the ethics of corporate experiments.
80 For example, in the hiring context, a key question is about how non-traditional candidates would perform if hired.
In some cases, they could be hired as a test without crowding out traditional candidates. This would allow a firm to pay
for the knowledge of how certain types of candidates work, without harming other subjects. Alternatively, researchers
could use adaptive trial design (Barker et al., 2009; Palmer and Rosenberger, 1999) such as multi-armed bandits (Joseph
et al., 2016; Jabbari et al., 2017; Dimakopoulou et al., 2017) to balance exploration and exploitation. Kallus (2017) studies
“instrument-armed bandits,” i.e. bandits with noncompliance.
81 These experiments would measure treatment effects only on compliers, but this is useful for assessing situations
where algorithms guide decisions rather than force them.
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screening policy. By contrast, researchers cannot easily alter candidate characteristics randomly,
holding all others constant.
Without an experiment, a company, regulator or researcher could not know how much algorithmidentified candidates were going to be admitted anyway, by an alternative or pre-existing process. Presumably, many algorithm-approved decisions would have been made by humans operating independently. This possibility has been documented or alleged in several context ranging from hiring
to judicial decision-making.82 Without experimental variation, nobody could tell how much outcomes were truly caused by the use of an algorithm or were present anyway.
Unappreciated Benefits of Experiments We conclude with a few important points about the
value of experiments in this field. First, experiments allow easy comparisons between algorithmic and non-algorithmic decision-making processes, and for researchers to examine fairness effects without having access to the underlying code.83 This is because experiments are entirely
outcomes-based.
In addition, the second counterfactual is harder to defeat. An adversarial programmer can
change the variables used in the algorithm, thereby avoiding sensitive variables and instead using
variables that are correlated with demographics rather than the demographic variables themselves.
However, if these adjustments admit the same set of people, they will not address underlying concerns about fairness or bias.
Second, experiments allow feedback loops to be partialled out. We discuss feedback loops in
Section 3.3. An algorithm’s label may cause a negative outcome, which could then be used as
training data and to reinforce labels. However, these negative outcomes may have happened anyway. Experimental variation would use a control group of randomly selected subjects with similar
covariates who are not subject to an algorithm’s intervention. This would not stop the feedback
loop for the treatment group, but would allow researchers to measure the true extent of the loop
so that an intervention can be justified.
Third, experiments can be used to examine the value of incorporating specific variables into
screening algorithms. We mentioned this earlier in Section 4.1. To assess if GPA is a useful screening tool, a company could randomly screen some job applicants using GPA and others ignoring
GPA. If the firm was already using many other measures of academic ability, adding the GPA variable may change very little. Insofar as it changes the pool of selected candidates, a firm could
assess its effects by randomly hiring (or interviewing) candidates affected by the change.
Fourth, experiments also offer some of the benefits of explanation, transparency and interpretability. If a company were considering a new resume screening algorithm, a well-designed experiment
would identify which subset of candidates’ admissions outcomes would hinge on the new algorithm (this may be a small group, because presumably the new and old methods would agree
on many candidates). Once these candidates were identified, an experiment could measure the
82 Many

judges and courtroom observers allege that algorithmic recommendations are ignored by judges, or that
judges independently ask for the same variables that are fed into bail-setting algorithms. Cowgill (2018a) contains a
collection of real-world examples and allegations.
83 A recent NSF call for proposals asks, “What are ways we can study data-driven algorithms when researchers don’t
always have access to the algorithms or to the data, and when the data is constantly changing?” http://trustworthyalgorithms.org/cfw.html.
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performance outcomes of these candidates. This would permit a statement such as: “The new
algorithm selects candidates who are 5% more productive in their first quarter of employment
than the alternative system. It also changes the composition of incoming admits by increasing the
proportion of women and candidates with economics degrees.”
One could perform this analysis for every sub-group in the applicant pool, enabling reports
about every group such as, “The marginal black applicant admitted by the algorithm (but rejected
by the human) has a 65% success rate once hired.” Such reports may give practitioners or policymakers fine-grained explanations of why the algorithm was being adopted, and what mechanisms
were responsible for the improved outcomes, without many of the burdens of transparency, coefficient interpretation and other “input regulations” discussed above in Section 7.1. These results
may also be useful for defensive purposes in lawsuits.

8

Conclusion

As algorithms’ impact increases, engineers, policy-makers and businesses will need guidance
about how to deploy and regulate them in ways that minimize harmful side effects. While engineers have responded to these needs with computer science research, many of the underlying
issues are economic.
Economic theory has a long tradition in which human decisions are modeled “as if” they are
mathematically optimizing (Friedman, 1953).84 The formalism of economics and the underlying
assumption of rational prediction has drawn criticism from other social scientists and humanists,
who argue that much of human behavior cannot be formalized (Morson and Schapiro, 2018). The
same critique is also levied at algorithmic decision-making (Powles and Nissenbaum, 2018). Either way, formalism makes economics theory natural complement to designing and evaluating
decision-making algorithms. In addition, economics utilizes a relatively sophisticated empirical
toolkit centered around causal inference. These empirical methods have several applications in
algorithmic bias that complement existing approaches from computer science.
This essay has developed an economic perspective on algorithmic fairness. Algorithms are not
only growing in their scope and potential impact; they also help researchers overcome measurement and research challenges, and may facilitate new insights into centuries-old topics economic
research in familiar areas such as education, labor and crime. As we have discussed throughout
the paper, the measurability of algorithms presents both research opportunities and policy challenges. These issues will make bias and fairness in algorithms increasingly relevant to a variety
of economic literatures. A well-designed algorithm can be an enormous force for social good and
scientific progress.
84 Although economics is often associated with profit-maximization, inherently economics focuses on utilitymaximizing more generally, where utility can come from many sources besides profit (friendships, votes, others’ wellbeing). In this approach, utility functions must be formally specified, but doing allows a formal constrained optimization
approach which often characterizes each human’s decision as a formula.
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